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Abstract

Digital power system transient simulators are becoming an increasingly effective and

powerful analysis tools for testing today's high-speed protective relays and evaluating

performance of the power protection systems in greater detail. These digital simulators

require extemal power conditioning amplifiers to generate the current and voltage

waveforms comparable to the actual fault level in the secondary of current and voltage

transformers.

In this thesis, the feasibility of constructing an efücient and portable power conditioning

amplifier dedicated for relay testing was explored. Emphasis was placed on the design of

the current amplifier by utilizing the porver electronics technology. To ensure that the

design approach is feasible, PSCADÆMTDC simulations rvere conducted, and following

Ihat, a proof-of-concept hardware prototype of the amplifier was developed. It was

demonstrated experimentally that a high performance current amplifier could be

constructed by using the high efficiency switching technique.
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CHAPTER 1 B ackground Information

1.1 The Role of Real Time Power System Simulators in Protective Relay
Testing Applications

Today's electric power systems are becoming increasingly complex. The contributions to

this include larger locally regulated networks, increased size of power generation units,

and emergence of porver electronics systems such as HVDC (High voltage direct current)

links, STATCOMs (Static synchronous compensators), and FACTS (Flexible AC

transmission system) technologies. There is a growing trend toward using numerical

protective relays to provide a faster protection and control solution for these advanced

systems. To meet the ever increasing standard of service, higher performance in terms of

selectivity and decision time for the protective relays are required, so that false tripping of

the circuit breaker can be avoided, and reliable operation ofthe protection systerns can be

achieved.

It is therefore necessary to perform thorough and realistic tests on these relays over their

operating range, as well as the protection and control schemes, by using transient voltage
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and current test waveforms. The test waveforms should be as close as possible to the

actual operating a¡rd fault level of the complex power systems. To falthfully reproduce

these waveforms, it requires high performance real time simulators with accurate models

of the power system network.

1.2 Classifications of Real Time Power System Simulators

In general, real time power system simulation systems can be classified into two major

categories: analog or digital. The digital simulators can be subdivided fu¡her as either

open or closed loop simulators. In the following sections, a brief overview on the

characteristics and operating principles of these simulation systems are provided.

1.2.1 Analog Real Time Power System Simulators

Analog real time power system simulators were well established in the 50s []. These

classical simulators, which include secondary injection test kit and TNA (Transient

network malyzer) l2], are constructed from scaled down electrical models of the actual

power system elements. By intercorurecting the low power analog models, i.e. circuit

breakers, transmission lines, transformers, generators, and electric machines, it is possible

to form a simulated scaled model of the original high power network. Subsequently, real

time voltages and currents derived from the simulated network can be extracted and

applied to test the relay equipment.

Typical analog simulation systems are complex, bulþ, and expensive, due to the reasons

that the analog models used in these simr¡lators occupy a very large physical space, and
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are costly to make and maintain. Hence, legacy analog simulators are only used in those

highly specialized power system research laboratories or relay manufacturing facilities,

which have been unable to raise the resources to upgrade to modem test equipment.

Because of the cost and size constraints, only a finite number of hardware models can be

installed into each analog simulator. As a result, these simulators lack the flexibility to

model complex power systems with larger network size. It is also difficult to create and

implement accurate models for the power system elements that are nonlinear, saturated

magnetically, or involve switching operations. Examples include FACTS, HVDC

converter stations, SVC (Static var compensators), line energization, load srvitching,

power swing, and transformer inrush. The inability to produce accurately these models has

limited effectiveness of the analog simulations.

To address the above problems, real time digital power system simulators were developed

in the beginning of 80s [3] to provide an altemative approach to performing reliable

transient testing of today's protection systems. With more thut 20 years of development

and the advent of high-speed microprocessors to perform sophisticated calculations, the

digital simulators have become prevalent analysis tool in studying power systems and

examining protection schemes.

1.2.2 Digital Power System Simulators

In digital simulation, the power systems elements are modeled mathematically using

differential equations. By solving the equations numerically rvith high-speed computer to

obtain the time incremental solution, complex transient behaviors of the power system
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netìÀ/ork can be simulated accurately. The network information can be extrapolated,

monitored or modified during the ongoing simulation runs, and reconstructed in real time

at the output stage of the simulation system via high-speed D/A (Digital to analog)

converters.

Because of their capability to simulate today's highly complex electrical phenomena

accurately as documented in [4], digital power system simulators are clearly superior

when compa¡ed to their analog counterparts. Furthermore, the digital simulation systems

also offer substantial advantages in terms of reduced physical size, more competitive price

tag, and increased flexibility.

The cost and size are reduced because digital simulators are constructed from low power

electronic components and microprocessors. In terms of flexibility, the same simulator

can be reprogrammed to represent, theoretically, unlimited number of power system

configurations. Moreover, without making any hardware modification, newly developed

models of the power system elements can be integrated easily into the software library of

the simulator. Finally, some of these simulators are also equipped with highly functional

features to facilitate the testing process.

1.2.2.1 Classification of the Digital Power System Simulators

In general, if the processing speed is fast enough to complete the equation solving and

generate all the data points to the output within the simulation time step, the simulation is

said to be occurring in real time. If the information provided from the device under test
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can be incorporated into the ongoing simulation run, simulators with such capability are

referred as "real time, closed loop" type.

On the contrary, if the processing time is much longer than the time step, the computed

data points have to be stored elsewhere in digital form and reproduced later at the device

under test via a playback apparatus. The testing has to be performed in open loop because

there is no real time interaction between the computer simulation and the responses of the

device. Hence, such simulators are either called playback or open loop digital simulators.

The simulation time step is perhaps one of the most critical parameters in a simulation

system design and needs to be carefully defined. Howeveq there is not yet a fail-safe

procedure to select the time step value. As a result, without sacrificing complexity and

integrity of the simulated network, it should be selected to ensure that optimum accuracy

and highest signal bandwidth of the simulation results can be produced [5].

1.2.2.2 Open Loop (Playback) Digitat Power System Simulator

Stored waveforms in digital format: Open loop (playback) po\üer system simr¡lator
from simulation programs,
digital fault recorders,
or state programs.

Protective relay under

Playback computer hardware

Analog outputs I Disital I¡O
(D/A converters) | -

T-
I

I
plifiers 

,

I

L-
Voltal

-v- - -v- - r

YT-,
test

Voltage and current inputs I Control VO

Processing unit

Fig. 1. I Typical open loop (playback) power system simulator setup diagram.
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Simplified test setup of an open loop (playback) digital power system simulator is shown

in Fig. 1.1. Examples of playback simulator include DYNA-Test [6] (Digital dynamic

testing), DSMPS (Digitally-sourced model power system) [7] from General Electric, and

RTP (Real time playback) system [8].

In general, test waveforms of the open loop simulators are generated off-line, either

produced by using electromagnetic transient simulation programs such as EMTP

(Electromagnetic transient program) [9] or PSCAD/EMTDC (Electromagnetic transient

simulator including DC system) [10], recorded from digital fault recorders at substation,

or artificially synthesized from user defined mathematical functions. These transient

waveforms are stored in digital forms and can be reproduced later at the secondary side of

CT (Current transformer) and VT (Voltage transformer) to the relay under test, via the D/

A converters and power conditioning amplifiers. The D/A converters convert the digital

data into low level analog signals, while the amplifiers scale up these signals to voltages

and currents corresponding to the actual input level ofthe protective relay.

Most playback simulators are also equipped with digital IiO (Input and output) interface.

The digital outputs rvould supply the status information of breakers and switches obtained

from the simulation to the relay under test, and the digital inputs would accept information

(trip or close signal to the breakers) generated by the relay.

Fig. 1.2 illustrates application examples of the playback simulator for the testing of

overcurrent, transmission line, and motor protection relays. As shown in the figure, it is
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possible to examine performance of various relays by using the digital simulator in

conjunction with the power conditioner amplifiers.

voltages

y'o).tage æd
cMent
nputs

@
s

J?
cufYents

,l

cucnJ

I

'{¡
lVolor

RTD mput

IUotot'
Drotectiorr reLlI
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a. Actual power system network.
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b. Testing of the relays using the simulated power system network.

Fig. 1. 2 Various relay testing configurations using the playback simulator.

Finally, as documented in the literature, a large number of relay tests have been performed

to demonstrate effectiveness of the open loop digital simulator. These include successful

testing of distance relay characteristics using a WAPA based simulator [ll], testing of

transformer differential relay [12), and investigation of the waveforïn distortion effects on

the operation of directional distance relay [13].

1.2.2.3 Advantages of the open Loop Digital Power system simurator

Compared to the closed-loop simulators, the open loop simulation systems demand less

computational power because the simulation is conducted offline at a much slower

bus
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processing speed. Hence, these simulators are typically lighter, cheaper, and portable.

Such compact design has made them favorable for field-testing.

Furthermore, some of the open loop simulators are also equipped with GPS (Global

positioning system) clock receiver to perform end-to-end tests [14]. These simulators can

apply pre-recorded disturbance waveforms simulta¡reously to the relays located at remote

terminals of the transmission lines. Consequently, protection scheme of the po\ryer system

that incorporates communication links, such as the pilot line assisted directional and

distance schemes, can be examined in a more comprehensive fashion.

1.2.2.4 The Need for Closed Loop Power System Simulators

Open loop simulators offer a "poor man's" solution to the closed loop simulators because

of their lower price tag and abilities to perform a wide range of relay testing applications.

Nonetheless, there are certain tests that such simulators cannot perform effectively [15].

For instance, closed loop testing should be performed whenever timing of a relay tripping

action due to the fault detection will influence the relay's responses to subsequent changes

in the power system. To illustrate this, consider transmission line relay testing in

applications with fast reclosing. During a fault, if the reclosure happens well before both

the relay and power system settle to a new steady state condition, the relay will need to

contend with a dynamic power system and possibly dynamics within itself. Hence, it is

difficult to produce accurate results when the tests for tripping action and reclosure have

to be conducted separately in a typical open loop fashion, which assumes that both actions

are independent of each other.
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In addition, because of the memory size constraint, open loop simulators are limited by

playback time. They are not suitable for applications that require extended running time,

such as tests for out-of step protection r¡i,hich last for several seconds and tests on the

arcing phenomenon caused by high impedance fault which call lor several minutes of

simulation time.

Finally, closed loop simulators are also preferred whenever constant modification of the

system parameters during a simr¡lation rur is required, and when there is a large number of

test cases need to be investigated. During these scenarios, there will be constant back and

forth actions between verification of the simulation results, checking of the responses

from the relay, adjustment of the power system parameters, and changing of the test cases.

By using a closed loop simulator, significant execution time can be saved from conducting

these tests because the parameters can be adjusted on the run, the simulation results can be

obtained instantly, and the batch-mode testing [6] feature can be used to automatically

examine large anay of test cases.

1.2.2.5 Closed Loop (ReaI Time) Digital Power System Simulators

Currently, there are only a handfi¡t of closed loop simulators reported in the literature.

Examples of these simulators include RTDS (Real time digital simulator) [7] and

ARENÀIM [8] Distributed computing architectures, constructed by connecting multiple

high-speed processors in parallel, are cornmonly used in these simulation systems to

achieve the goal of real time computing.
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Closed loop (real time) power system simulator

High-speed paralleled-processors cores

Playback I Real time simulation

(D/A converters)

Voltage and current inputs

Stored waveforms in
digital form:
fronl simulation programs,

Test cascs ofilredigital fault recorders,
or state programs.

pow€r system network

Protective relay under test

Fig. l. 3 Typical close loop (real time) simt¡lator test setup.

Simple setup of a closed loop test is illustrated in Fig. t.3. Similar to the open loop

simulators, transient culrent and voltage waveforrns generated from the closed loop

simulators can be applied to the protective relay via the D/A converters and power

conditioning amplifiers. Closed loop simulators are also equipped with I/O inferface to

exch¿mge information with the relay under test. However, there is a major difference

between these two simulation systems: not only can the closed loop simulators playback

recorded digital copy of the test wavefoñns, they can also perform the power system

simulations in real time by uploading the test cases to their high-speed processing cores.

The computation speed is so fast that it is possible to incorporate responses generated

from the relay into the ongoing simulation run through the I/O interface.

A number of application examples for the closed loop power system simulator have been

documented in the literature, such as testing of distance protection system in a series

compensated network using the ARENETM simulator [19], protective relay testing for
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high impedance faults in transmission line using RTDS [20], and testing of 500kV line

relays to evaluate the effect of a series compensation upgrade [21]. As demonstrated in

these examples, by virtue of their interaction with the devices under test, the closed loop

digital power system simulators offer an ultimate solution to effectively study the

performance of protective relays and the power protection systems.

1.3 The Need for Relay Testing Power Conditioning Amplifiers

No matter how effective the digital power system simulators are, they all have a common

shortfall: low power output signals in the typical range of +/10Y whereas most inputs of

the protective relays require up to hundreds of volts and amperes as test voltages and

currents, respectively. For these digital simulators to operate as a protective relay test

platform, they rely upon extemal power conditioning amplifiers to faithfully convert the

low voltage signals to the actual CT and VT output levels.

Conventionally, analog amplifiers are used for this purpose. Typical examples include

Techron's current and voltage mode amplifrers [22] and Crown's power amplifiers [23].

ln general, these amplifìers are designed based on the class AB configuration. By

connecting multiple units of power MOSFETs or transistors in paraJlel or series for power

sharing, a high power rating can be achieved at the output stage of these amplifiers.

Although low noise, linear, and high frequency responses can be produced in the output

waveforms, analog designs often suffer from the problems of low power effìcienry. A

typical class AB amplifier loses at least one fourth of its power at peak amplitude. Due to

lt
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the reason that the load impedance and compliance voltage are unknown values, the

effrciency of a current amplifìer is even lower. Consequently, output power rating of an

analog amplifier is limited by the losses, and a significant amount of weight and size of the

amplifier has to be utilized to dissipate the heat generated by these losses.

To illustrate the above arguments, consider that a 204, 100V single-phase Techron 7570

current mode amplifier weights around 92\b. in a 5U package (19" width x 8.75" height x

16.5" depth). For a typical 3-phase current testing, three such amplifiers are required,

which weight more than 270 lb. in total and occupy plenty of space in a standard rack

cabinet (70" height). Clearly, it rvill diminish the portable and lightweight advantages of

the digital simulators by using these bulþ amplifiers for relay testing applications.

Finally, because of their specialized and limited applications, true relay testing amplifiers

are only available from a handful of vendors. These amplifiers, such as the OMICRON

CMline secondary injection amplifTers l2a) and Doble F6000 series power system

simulator amplifrers 125f, are often built into the relay test set manufactured by the

vendors and cannot be used in conjunction with other simulation systems. Hence, to

address these problems, it is necessary to explore other means of amplifier design.

1.4 Overview of the Thesis Project

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a curent (or transconductance) amplifier to serve

as the output stage of a real time digital power system simulator used for high-speed relay

testing. There are three major goals for the amplifier design: a precise and low noise

12
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output comparable to the operating current level at the secondary of the Cl minimum

phase shift in the output to allow for real time testing, and portable package size to provide

the convenience of f,ield testing.

To satis$ these conditions, the design of a PWM (Pulse width modulation) switching

converter compensated with an analog current source was proposed in this thesis. PSCAD/

EMTDC modeling and simulations were conducted to explore the feasibility of such

design measures. Subsequently, a proof-of-concept hardware prototype of the single-

phase current amplifier based on the simulation frndings was constructed in the laboratory.

The thesis structue is divided into 6 chapters:

Chapter 2 discusses and defines the required specifications of the cwrent amplifier used

for the sole purpose of numerical relay testing applications.

Chapter 3 presents a brief introduction for the power electronics principles and discusses

various types of voltage source converter topology and switching techniques that will be

examined in this project

Chapter 4 demonstrates the use of PSCAD/EMTDC as an effective tool in power

electronics design. Simulations performed during this thesis are discussed and analyzedin

this chapter.

t3
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Chapter 5 discusses various issues and problems encountered on the hardware design.

The ha¡dware experiment results conducted using the existing current amplifier prototype

will also be presented and discussed.

and finally, Chapter 6 will provide conclusion and future recommendation for this thesis.

t4



CHAPTER 2 Specifications ofthe Relay Testing Curent
Amplifier

2.1 Introduction

In this thesis, the current amplifier will only be applicable for testing static (numerical and

solid-state) relays, where burden impedance of the relay's current input is closed lo zero

ohm. The amplifier will not be used for testing electromechanical relays, which have a

much slower response than static relays, but require a higher compliance voltage and VA

rating to energize the induction or solenoid coil [26]. Different design criteria are required

to address these particular needs, and hence they are not included in the scope of this

thesis.

Due to its availability in the laboratory, the RTP (Real time playback) system, driven by

the PSCAD/EMTDC offline simulator, was used as the input platform of the current

amplifier in this project. The specifìcations of the current amplifier were based on the

RTP's output characteristics, as well as the recommended specifications of the power

conditioning amplif,rers provided in Appendix A.

l5
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2.2 Outline and Discussion of Specifications

The proposed specifications of the current amplifìer used for relay testing applications are

Iisted in Table 2.1. Detailed discussion of these design goals are given as follows.

. The current amplifier will receive single-phase input signal in the range of +/-1gy ¡ro-

a digital simulator, waveform recorder, or any other playback instrument. It will convert

the input voltage signal to the appropriate output current level with a manually adjustable

transconductance, for instance, 1V/l04 or lV/l04*.,r. The output current will be injected

into the current input of the protective relay rvith a nominal rating of 5A,ror.

Table 2.1: Specifications of Current Amplifier

No. Descúptions Values

I Input source Low power volhge output from digital simulators, signal generator, or
any playback instrument

2 Maximum input signal level +/-l0V

J Conversion factor From 1V/l0A To tY/14.142A

4 Output target Current input of static protective relay with 5A*, nominal rating

5 Output frequency Small signal: DC to 20kHz at 5A^".
Power bandwidth: DC to 480H2 at l00Ams.

6 Mæiimum compliance voltage +/-l5V

7 Maximum group delay 50¡rs

8 Maximum phase delay lps

I Peak current l00Ams for at least one second

l0 Nominal output l5A^.

ll Gain accuracy 0.2%o of value at50/60H2

12 Noise factor less than -66d8 below rated output value (from DC to 20kHz)

t3 Harmonic distortion Ma.ximum I % for THD and higher order harnronics at 50/60H2 full
scale output current

t4 Maximum slew rate 0.425N¡ts

t5 Ofllers To be packaged in a 3U industrial rack enclosure
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. According to the Nyquist sampling theory,

aliasing effects, the sampling frequency (F.)

interest (Few), as depicted in Eqn. 2.1 .

to properly construct a signal without any

has to be at least trvice the bandwidth of

E
'BW (EO 2.1)

Currently, the time step of the RTP system is aromd 25 ¡ts, which corresponds to Fgy¿ of

20WIz. The bandwidth of 20kHz is more than sufficient to reconstruct the highest

frequency of interest in power system simulation, which is typically in the range of 5kHz.

To produce accurately the waveforms reconstructed by the RTP system, the frequency

response of DC to 20kHz rvas specifred for the current amplifier.

. The types of protective relay targeted are static relays, which have very low burden

impedance. The impedance has a typical range of 0.l4VA to 0.3V4 for the SArrn, nominal

relay input. The major sources of impedance are from the terminals and test leads

connecting the amplifier and the relay under test. Hence, in order to achieve a highly

eflicient performance, the power and compliance voltage losses resulting from the output

connections should be kept as low as possible.

Clearly, the smaller the load impedance value, the lower is the compliance voltage

requirement. Hence, an output rating of +i-15V was specified for the amplifier, which is

suffrcient for injecting the rated current of 1004,o* into a typical burden.

x
2
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' The phase shift of the amplifier output waveforms should be kept at a minimum level in

order to prevent any error during the real time testing. Maximum group delay of 50ps and

phase delay of l ps were recommended.

' The continuous rating of a protective relay's current input is usually 3 p.u. (per unit) of

the nominal value at 54.*r. The one-second thermal rating of the current input could be as

high as 100 p.u. of the nominal value. Thus, ideally, the current amplifier is required to

produce awide range of test currents, from as low as l5A*rrcontinuously to as high as

500Anns momentary, in order to study the full behavior of the protective relay.

Practically, it is difficult to generate transient current of 500Arrnr, and occurrence of fauh

current at such a magnitude for very long duration is uncommon. In addition, most CTs

are rated only at 20 p.u. of the nominal value. Hence, relay tests are normally conducted at

a much lower current rating, typically at 10 p.u. of the nominal value.

In this thesis, the current amplifier was specified to deliver one-second rating of 1004,.,r.,,

for a load impedance of less than 0.015fi At the ma,rimum compliance rating of l5V, the

amplifier was required to deliver the rated current of i00Ar*, for at least ten cycles.

Finally, the continuous rating of the amplifier was specified at 15A,rrrr.

' There are two types of frequency bandwidth specified for the current amplifier: small

signal and power bandwidths. In this thesis, the "small signal bandwidth" of DC To 20WIz

was specified at the nominal 5Ar*, rating. On the other hand, the current amplifier was

specified to have a "power bandwidth" of DC to 480H2 at the rated current of 1004,.,,'r.

l8
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' Based on the power bandwidth rating, it is possible to calculate the maximum slew rate

of the amplifier in accordance IoEqn.2.2.

19

SlewRate: 2n x Fox Iu (EO 2.2)

(EO 2.3)

(EO 2.4)

(EO 2.s)

where Ia is the peak cwrent and Fo is the power bandwidth. The slew rate was fould to be

0.425N¡ts from the above equation.

' To prevent unintentional pickup of the relay due to poor quality or contaminated

waveforms generated by the amplifier, the noise, distortion, and enor produced by the

amplifier should be kept as small as possible. Recommended values of less than 1o/oTÍID

(Total harmonic distortion) for any one component over the frequency of 60kHz, noise

factor of less thalr -66d8 from DC fo 20kHz with respect to the rated current, and gain

error of 0.2o/o at 50/60H2 rvere specified in this project.

Mathematical representations of the above specifications are defined as follows:

THD= W,,,^
NoiseFactor: ZOLeþ)

Cuinlirr,r:lI"¿- Iton¿l 
1gg %

I ord

where Io.¿ and Ilou¿ âre the input reference and load current value,

harmonic component value of l1oud, and lrroi." is the switching noise

rated current (I*t.o) of 1004-'r.

respectively, I¡ is

level measured at

the

the
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' The amplifier must have a stable performance within its operating range and insensitive

to fluctuations in the load value and supply voltage.

' Finally, the developed amplifier should have sufficient portability for ease of field-

testing.

In the following chapter, a brief introduction on the power electronics technology rvill be

provided. Principles and advantages of switching techniques used to operate the power

electronics based converter will be explored and discussed.

20



cHAprER 3 Introduction of Power Electronics Technology

and Switching Techniques

3.1 Brief Overview of Power Elecfronics Technology

The history of power electronics technology ca¡r be traced as far back as 1900, when the

first mercury arc valve rectifier was invented [27] Having gone through several evolution

phases and breakthrough developments, such as the introduction of thyristor in 1958 and

the advent of high power and fast sn'itching solid-state devices in the 80s, today, the

technology of power electronics has been well developed. The market of power

electronics based devices has expanded signifìcantly, and its applications can be found

everywhere, for example:

' Power supplies, DC converters, battery chargers, and audio amplifiers in low power

consumer electronics

. UPS (Unintemrpted power supplies), arc fumaces, AC inverters, and machine drives in

medium power manufactwing and industry sectors, and

. HVDC converters and FACTS (Flexible AC transmission systems) apparatus in very

high pou,er applications.

ZT
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Fig. 3. 1 A generic structure of power electronics system.

The primary goal of the power electronics technology is to manipulate electrical energy by

supplying voltages and cu¡rents in a form that is optimally suited for user loads. As shown

in Fig. 3.1, this is achieved with a power converter system. By controlling the conduction

state of the converter switches using a switching controller, the converter outputs (voltage,

current, frequency, and phase) can be processed according to the conditions as requested

by the input reference signal. The switching controller operates by deriving the optimal

switching sequence and applying the firing pulses to the converter switches, in an attempt

to minimize the error between the reference and the feedback signals.

3.2 Analog versus Switching Approach

ln a traditional analog approach, in order to deliver power to an extemal load from a DC

voltage source, a controlled pass element has to be introduced between the source and the

load. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the pass element (Rpu*r) can be either passive, such as a

variable resisto¡ or active, such as a transistor, operational amplifier, or MOSFET. By
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controlling resistance of the pass element linearly, it is possible to vary the voltage drop

across the element and, subsequently, the load voltage Vlou¿ and current Ilou¿.

Fig.3.2 A simplified analog current or voltage control method.

Although a linear and lorv noise output can be produced with the analog approach,

problems start to occur when an order for mid-range output level is issued. In this case, the

resistance of the pass element has to be the same as the load value (R1ou¿), and the power

efïiciency was fourd to be only 50% using Eqn. 3.1:

OutoutPower
þ,1lr cr encv=' InpulPower

(vD^z Il-l x-\ 2 / Rtood

vDC2 x #-or*
(EA 3.1)

The biggest problem arises rvhen Rlou¿ is reduced to almost zero ohm (short circuit), and a

very high current is injected into the load, similar to the applications of testing numerical

relays utilizing curent amplifier. The pass element has to withstand almost the entire

voltage drop from the DC source, while experiencing a large current. Thus, the efTiciency

is reduced even further, and a massive heat sink employing cooling fans or even liquid

cooling system is required to dissipate the excessive heat generated by the power loss.
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time (s)

Vlou¿ (Ð

time (s)

Fig.3.3 Simplified DC step down converter and its waveforms.

In contrast, most of the effrciency problems can be alleviated by using the switching

approach. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the pass element in this case is controlled to operate in the

active region, i.e., it will behave like a switch. By adjusting the conduction time of the

srvitching element within a given frequency, it is possible to control the converter output

voltage from 0V to VDC. Assuming that the switching element is ideal with zero tum-on

resistance and infinite tum-offresistance, the average load voltage V¡ou¿ is given as:

T
loo¿- VDC x DutyCycte= VDC x .+- To"* TofÍ

VDC x Duty Cyclerr;-,til

(EO 3.2)
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where Ton is the conduction time, and To6 is the tum-offtime of the switch.

The purpose of the inductor (Lo',oot¡) is to filter the rectangular voltage (V¿io¿.) produced

by the switching actions, thereby providing a smoother waveform across the load. Since

the inductor current (Ilou¿) cannot be intemrpted instantly, a flyback diode is also needed

to freewheel the current whenever the controlled switch is tumed off.

If the electrical components used in the switching converter are all ideal, the switching

operation will be lossless. In reality, there a¡e always static conduction and leakage losses

incurred in the switching elements when they are in the on and off state, respectively.

More importantly, these switching elements also suffer from dynamic losses when they

are changed from the on state to the off state and vice versa. In addition, the filtering

inductor does experience core loss and copper loss, and practical voltage source also

contributes additional losses resulting from its intemal source resistance.

However, compared to the conventional analog approach, the power losses of the

switching converter are still considerably lower. These losses are not inherent as in the

case of the linear design, and they can be minimized by using high quality components

with much better static performance, high effrcient passive fìlter, soft switching schemes,

and snubber circuits. As a result, the switching converler can be made very efÏicient, to a

point rvhere the heat sinks and fans can be reduced in size or even eliminated, thus cutting

down the physical size and weight of the converter.
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3.3 Operation of the VSCs (Voltage Source Converters)

The step down switching converter introduced in the previous section can only deliver DC

output. To produce both AC and DC waveforms for the pupose of current amplification,

it is necessary to consider other converter topologies. Due to its simplicity, versatility, and

ease of control, VSC (Voltage source converter) is the one of the best suited topologies to

perform this specific task. In general, VSC has two configurations, half bridge and full

bridge. The operating principles of these converters are provided as follows.

3.3.1 Half Bridge VSC

t-_
lvncl

^_ttùbiporar 
I L -r
L l'* -

T

I

Stttgtr 
¡

I

L

r
I

slo*l
I

L

D,igr,

vs',v

I
Dlo*

Fig.3.4 Simplified circuit diagram of half bridge VSC.

Simplified circuit diagram of a half bridge VSC is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The half bridge

topology is most commonly used in the multiphase inverting applications, such as AC

machine drives, static Var compensators, 3-phase AC inverters, and HVDC links.

As shown in the figure, trvo porver switches (Smgi,and S¡oru) and a bipolar DC source

(S¡ipot*) are needed in a single-phase setup. The switches can be any solid state devices:

transistor, thyristor, MOSFET, GTo (Gate tum-off thyristor), or IGBT (lnsulated gate
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bipolar transistor). The outputs of the switches are connected to an inductor (Lr*ooth),

which is used to limit the load current slew rate and filter the switching waveform.

Freewheeling diodes (Qúgh and D1o*) a¡e also required to provide a conduction path for

the inductor current (Ilouo) when the current-carrying switches are tumed off. Since the

switches are controlled to operate in the active region, the need for biasing is eliminated,

and the VSC can be coupled directly to an extemal load Øwua).

Through the selection of S¡ig, and S1o* the smoothing inductor can be subjected to either

a positive or a negative switching voltage (Vsw) As a result, Ilou¿ will flow at either an

increasing or a decreasing rate according to Eqn. 3.3 and3.4.

d, ,(L'rr-1"øoÀ
¡f toaa- I t r,-,"r, )

V 
t o a,t: (1, o o oR, o o o *', 

", å' " " 
o)

(EA 3.3)

(EO 3.4)

where VDC is the source voltage, Vgly equals to +VDC when S¡;"¡ is activated and -VDC

when S1o* is tumed on, and Rlou¿ and L¡ou¿ are the load resistance and inductance,

respectively (assuming that the VSC is connected to a RL load).

As shown in Fig. 3.5, by controlling the conduction states of S¡ig, and Slor* it is possible

to produce Vlou¿ or Ilou¿ according to the input reference. Notice that as soon as a switch is

tumed off, there is a time delay (ô) introduced before tuming on of the subsequent switch.

Such time delay is required to prevent simultaneous tuming on of both VSC switches and

short circuiting of the DC source ("shoot through") during the switching transitions.
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Fig.3.5 Typical output waveforrns of half bridge VSC.

3.3.2 Full Bridge VSC

Simplified circuit diagram of a single-phase full bridge VSC is presented in Fig. 3.6. The

full bridge topolory is widely used in the applications of UPS, single-phase inverter, and

class D audio amplifier. As shown in the figure, the ft¡ll bridge circuit is simila¡ to that of

half bridge converter, except for the addition of two power switches and substitution of the

bipolar DC source with a single output supply.
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Fig. 3. 6 Simplifìed circuit diagram of full bridge VSC.

As in the case of the half bridge VSC, by changing the polarity of switching voltage

(Vsw) across the smoothing inductor (L.*ootn) and extemal load (Z6u¿) with positive or

negative polarity, the load curent (llouÐ can be controlled at either an increasing or a

decreasing rate according to Eqn. 3.3. In this case, Vgly is positive when S¡g and Sp¡ are

both tumed on, and negative rvhen S¡¡1 and S¡¡ are tumed on.

Furthermore, the full bridge topology also allows for an additional switching state: zero.

During the zero state, V1 and V2 share the same potential, and the voltage level of Vg,¡¿ is

zero. This happens rvhenever either the high side (S¡¡1 and Sp¡1) or low side (S¡¡ and S¡1)

switches are tumed on. As a result, the load current will circulate within the loop through

the slvitches and the inductor and decay exponentially according to Eqn 3.3.

t!'' load
T7,,*r,

d.
¿rt toart:

Various switching combinations of the full bridge

time delay for a short du¡ation is also required

(EA 3.5)

VSC are listed in Table 3.1. Notice that

to prevent the "shoot through" effect.
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Finally, the commutation of the freewheeling diodes is dependent on the direction of Ilou¿

(A) positive I¡ou¿ and (B) negative ltoad.

Table 3.1: Switching sequences of full bridge VSC.

Voltage l,evel Conduction states of the switches

Before After Before Turning ofl Commutation of diodes After

Positive Negativ€ JLH, JRL on S¡¡1, Sp¡ off A: D¡¡1, D¡¡ on B: D¡¡1, D¡¡ on Sp¡.¡, S¡¡ on

Negative Positive Sp¡1, S¡¡ on Sp¡1, S¡¡ of A: D¡¡, D¡1 on B: Dps, D¡¡ on S¡s, Sp¡ on

Positive Zero S¡¡, Sp¡ on S¡¡1 o$ S¡¡ on A: S¡¡ on, D¡¡ on B: S¡¡ on, D¡¡1 on S¡¡, Sp¡ on

Negative Zerc S¡¡¡, S¡¡ on Spl off, S¡¡ on A: S¡¡ on, D¡¡ on B: S¡¡ orq D¡¡"¡ on S¡¡, S¡1 on

Zero Positive S¡¡, S¡¡ on S¡¡ off, Sp¡ on A: S¡¡ on, D¡¡1 on B: S¡¡ on, D¡¡ on S¡¡1, S¡¡ on

Ze¡o Negative S¡¡, Sp¡ on S¡¡ on, S¡¡ off A: SLL on, DRH on B: S¡¡ on, D¡¡ on Sp¡1, S¡¡ on

current (A)
Load current (IlouÐ 

->
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Fig.3. 7 'lypical output waveforrns of full bridge VSC.
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Finally, typical output waveforms of the full bridge VSC a¡e presented in Fig. 3.7. It is

clearly shown that the switching operations of both full bridge and half bridge VSC are

similar, except for the introduction of zero switching state, in which the load current has a

much lower slew rate.

3.3.3 Grounding Issue in the Full Bridge VSC Ci¡'cuit

Fig. 3. I Short circuit of full bridge VSC due to grounding of DC source.

Unlike the half bridge VSC, a ground reference must not be connected simr¡ltaneously to

both the negative terminal of the DC source and retum path of the extemal load in a full

bridge circuit. As shown in Fig. 3.8, short circuiting of the DC source will occur as soon as

S¡g is tumed on and the above two nodes are tied together. As a result, if it is required to

ground the extemal load, the DC sou¡ce must be electrically isolated.

3.3.4 Source Current Waveforms of the Half bridge and Full Bridge VSC

Typical source current waveforms (Ir,. and Ir-) of a half bridge VSC to generate load

current (Ilou¿) of 1004, 60Hz to a0.02Ç21oad are presented in Fig. 3.9a. As shoun in the

Short circuit path

Dr-H ^ Iool

I

Lsmooth r 

- 

Llload l- I -
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figure, the source currents with magnitude as high as 604 would florv from the positive

supply rail to charge the negative rail and vice versa. The differential current (I"1-Ir_) was

the reflection of llou¿, and only a low level of source current in the range of (Ir++Is_) was

consumed in the load.
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b. Supply current *"i'åigì, of full bridge VSC.

Fig.3.9 Simulated source cwrent rvaveforms of full bridge and half bridge VSCs.

In contrast, by using a full bridge VSC, the simulation results of producing the same

output curent are presented in Fig. 3.9b. It is clearly shown that the source current (Ir)

flows only in the positive direction and has a much lower value. Hence, the power supply

can be utilized more effectively by using the full bridge configuration.
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Because of a much lower supply rating, coupled with the advantages and flexibility of

implementing a three-level control scheme, the full bridge VSC was chosen in this thesis

as the fundamental building block of the current amplifier design.

3.4 Overview of PWM Switching Schemes for the Full Bridge VSC

One of the many benefits of using the VSC is that a large number of PWM (Pulse width

modulation) switching control schemes are available [28]. With minimum modification in

hardware component and a suitable mean to execute the switching algorithm, such as

DSPs (Digitat signal processors), microcontrollers, dedicated PWM control ICs

(lntegrated circuits), or even as simple as combination of logic gates, these control

schemes can be implemented with ease. Using the same converter hardware, the pros and

cons of each switching technique can be investigated. Subsequently, the optimum

switching solution can be adopted for the desired application. The following discussion

provides a brief overview on some of these switching techniques.

3.4.1 CRPWM (Cunent Reference Pulse Width Modulation) Switching Scheme

CRPWM is one of the most robust control schemes used in the VSC switching operation.

It offers advantages of high simplicity in terms of operating principle and controller

design. By implementing the control technique, it is possible to generate highly accurate

output waveforms with instantaneous transient responses. Additionally, the CRPWM

controller is capable of providing a stable switching performance because it is insensitive

to extemal disturbances, such as sudden change in load value, supply line fluctuation, and

noise interference.
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Fig. 3. 10 Operating diagram and sample waveforms of CRPWM switching scheme.

The control principle of the CRPWM technique is illustrated in Fig. 3.10a. A hysteresis

band of a given width (w¡rr) is first defined and imposed upon an input reference signal

(Ior). The reference signal is then compared with the measured load current (ltou¿) of the

VSC. If Ilou¿ drops below the lower threshold of the hysteresis band, S¡¡1and S¡1¡ of the

converter will be tumed on. As a result, a positive Vg'¡¡ rvill be applied across the

smoothing inductor (Lr*oom) and load (Ztou¿), forcing Ilou¿ to rise above the threshold.

Ie(A)

time (s)
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Conversely, if Ilou¿ exceeds the upper threshold, Sp¡1 and S¡¡ will be tumed on, arid a

negative Vsy¿ will force Ilou¿ to fall toward the lower threshold.

Fig. 3.10b and 3.10c illustrate typical waveforms produced by a full bridge VSC to

generate sinusoidal current of I4, 60Hz into a short circuit load. Using w¡r, of 0.5Ia and

I4, the input (Ior¿), output (Ilou¿), and error (I.o: Ior¿ - I¡e¿¿) waveforms of the CRPWM

control scheme are presented. By tracking the movement of Ior¿ while containing I.o

within a given error threshold, it is clearly shown in the figure that the goal of a fast

responding and robust current control technique can be achieved.

The switching frequency of the VSC is irregular and is closely related to the hysteresis

ba¡ldwidth and the load current slew rate. Given a slew rate of 0.01Ia/ps, the switching

frequency was found to be approximately 5kHz when w¡r, was I4, Ímd 9.75kHz when

w¡r, wâs reduced by half. The frequency increase is due to the reason that I.,, will reach

the hysteresis thresholds faster with a smaller w¡rr.

Though possible to reduce the switching frequency by expanding the hysteresis bandwidth

and decreasing the current slew rate, the low frequency operation will bring forth

undesired effects of high ripple level, reduced power bandwidth, and filtering problems.

Lolvering the hysteresis bandwidth and increasing the slew rate can alleviate these effects,

but create the problems of emi (electromagnetic interference), increased dynamic losses,

and controlling issues. Thus, these compromises must be considered carefully before

deciding the hysteresis bandwidth and slew rate values.
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ln either case, the inegularity in the switching frequency remains a challenging task in

designing a passive filter for the power converter. There are also application problems

resulting from the variable switching frequency, such as the limit cycle phenomenon in a

three-phase system due to the interference between phase controls [29]. Consequently,

various techniques have been proposed to keep the operating frequency of the CRPWM

scheme at constant, rvhich include the use of variable shaped hysteresis bands

[30][31][32] and incorporation of higher order filter and nonlinear control method [33].

3.4.2 SPWM (Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation) Switching Scheme

Input reference (Vor¿)

-VDC

Ilord i\ - r'ãr
IJL$SRH'sL; I

Fig.3. 11 Typical output rvaveforms of SPWM switching scheme [34].
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It is possible to maintain a constant switching frequency in the output waveform by using

a SPWM control scheme. As shown in Fig. 3.11, a current waveform (Iloud resembling

the input reference signal (%.¿) can be generated by modulating Vor¿ with a high

frequency triangular carrier. Whenever \r¿ crosses the carrier waveform, depending on

whether it is greater or smaller than the carrier value, either a positive or a negative Vsw

will be applied across the smoothing inductor (Lsmoot) and extemal load (Z1ou¿) of the

VSC. Notice that there is only one on and off switching transition within each triangular

wave period. Hence, switching frequency of the VSC is the same as the carrier rvave

frequency.

If the modulation signal is a sinusoidal waveform with amplitude An, and frequency tn,

and the respective amplitude and frequency of the triangular carrier waveform are ,\ and

f., the ratios of Am/Ac and f"/{, are known to be amplitude and frequency modulation

index mu and m¡ respectively. The fundamental component value of the output voltage

can be controlled by adjusting mu from 0 to 1. The remaining harmonic components

appear as sidebands in the frequency spectruÍr, centered around the switching frequency

and its multiples, i.e. arourd harmonics mç2m¡,3m¡ and so on.

For simulation purposes, assuming that the VSC operates rvith mu of 0.8, VDC of 100V,

m¡ of ll, and modulation frequency of 60H2, the simulated rvaveforms of Vg1¡¡ and Ilou¿

and their respective frequency spectra produced by the SPWM control scheme are

provided in Fig. 3.12.
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Fig.3. 12 Simulated waveforms and frequency spectra of SPWM control scheme.

As shown in the spectra diagrams, the harmonic components of the output waveforms are

shifted to a much higher frequency r¿mge. Using a combination of band pass ¿md low pass

filters, these high frequency harmonics can be removed easily. It is also shown that the

fi¡ndamental component value (80V) of the voltage waveform is the product of mu (0.8)

and VDC (100V). Hence, the simulation results are in agreement with the discussed

characteristics of the SPWM switching scheme.

I

I
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The SPWM control scheme has the advantage of a constant switching frequency and

hence determinable loses. Thus, it is best suited for generating any given voltage and

eliminating selected lower order harmonics. Since SPWM is essentially a voltage-

controlled technique, negative feedback system utilizing PID (Proportional, integrated,

and differential) controller or lead lag compensator needs to be implemented to achieve

the purpose of current control.

By using the negative feedback design, it is possible to ensure that the srvitching operation

is insensitive to extemal disturbances. However, there will be phase shift and output error

introduced by the voltage 10 current conversion and the feedback controller. In order to

minimize the phase delay and output error, the feedback controller needs to be operated at

high gain, which introduces excessive overshoot, oscillation, or even instability in the

output waveforms. Consequently, though having the benefits of constant operating

frequency, SPWM cannot perform as well as the CRPWM technique in terms of robust,

stable, alld instantaneous responses.

3.4.3 Three'Level Switching Techniques

In a typical amplifying application, it is always desired to suppress unwanted noise as

much as possible to provide a high fidelity and low THD (Total harmonic distortion)

output waveform. However, suppressing switching ripple of the VSC will bring forth

problems of high dynamic losses, emi noise, and controllability. Nonetheless, there a¡e

other altematives that can be implemented to achieve the performance of low switching

frequency, while keeping the switching noise at low level, and one of these techniques is

the threeJevel switching scheme.
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There a¡e a number of three-level control schemes documented in the literature, some of

which are expansion of the original two-level methods, such as the doble hysteresis-band

control schemes [35][36] and uni-polar PWM scheme based on the SPWM control

method [37]. Recently, additional techniques, such as the use of two carrier waves in the

dipolar modulation [38] and applications of sliding mode control technique [39], have also

been introduced.

3.4.3.1 Three.level Double Hystercsis Band Control Technique

A double hysteresis band switching technique, which is similar to the CRPWM control

scheme, can be used to illustrate operating principle of the threelevel schemes. As sholrm

in Fig. 3.13, two overlapping hysteresis bands of a given width (w¡r) are first defined and

imposed arould a reference signal (Io.). The objective is to keep the measured load

cunent (Ilou¿) confined within the hysteresis thresholds by controlling its trajectory. As

discussed in Section 3.3.2, the trajectory of Ilou¿ is dependant on the voltage (Vsw)

applied across the smoothing inductor (Lr*ootn) and extemal load (Z1ou) of the VSC. The

three voltage states of Vgly are positive (VDC), negative (-VDC), and zero (0V), which

will cause I¡ou¿ to either increase, decrease, or decay exponentially.

Referring to Eqn. 3.3 and 3.5, given that the load voltage (Vloa¿) is ranging from +15V to

-15V, the magnitude of load current slerv rate at the zero state is much lower, as compared

to the positive and negative states, As a result, it is desired to control the switching

operaïion mostly althe zero state, in order to reduce the operating frequency of VSC.
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Fig. 3. 13 Operation of three-level double hysteresis band switching scheme.

As shown in the above figure, the lower hysteresis band is responsible for the state change

of Vsw between positive and zero and vice versa, rvhile the state change of negative and

zero are controlled by the upper band. At any moment, there is only one active hysteresis

band, and the trajectory of Ilou¿ is kept within the upper and lower thresholds of the active

band by a switching controller.

If Ilou¿ can no longertrack the movement of Io.¿ during the zero state, its trajectory will

flow toward the outermost threshold of the inactive hysteresis band. The status of the

hysteresis bands will be reversed from active to passive and vice versa as soon âs Ilou¿

crosses the threshold. As a result, I¡ou¿ is now controlled by the hysteresis band of the

threshold it has just crossed.

Typical Ioad current (Ilou¿) and error (I.,,) waveforms produced by the CRPWM and

double hysteresis band switching techniques are presented in Fig. 3.14. These waveforms

were obtained through the simulation of a full bridge VSC to deliver current of 104, 60Hz

iÈfiiì
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into a short circuit load, with a hysteresis bandwidth of 5A specified for both control

schemes and a lA offset separating the double band.

currenf (A)
* I"-

12

o

4

0 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.0t6
tirne (s)

a. Th¡ee-level double hysteresis band control scheme b. Two-level CRPV/M control scheme.

and three-level control schemes.Fig.3. 14 Simulated waveforms of trvoJevel

As shown in the simulation results, I",' of the two-level control scheme was kept within

Ihe2.5A threshold. Due to the lA offset in the double band, I",. of the three-level scheme

was slightly higher at 34. By implementing the three-level scheme, the srvitching

frequency of the VSC was approximately 50 times less than that of two-level scheme.

Thus, the dynamic switching performance of rhe three-level scheme is clearly better.

The lowest frequency of the switching ripple produced by the threelevel scheme was

approximately l90Hz. Notice that the DC ofßet of the double band was also reflected in

the load current waveform. As a result, it is difücult to remove the low frequency ripple

and DC offset by using a conventional low pass passive fìlter. Unless the filtering problem

0.004 0.008

tirne (s)
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is addressed and the quaJity of the output waveform can be improved substantiaJly, it is

not feasible to implement the three-level scheme in the current amplifier design.

3.4.4 Other Advanced Control Schemes

In addition to the switching schemes discussed in the previous sections, there are other

promising techniques utilizing advanced control principles documented in the literature,

such as predictive controls [40], fuz4 logic [41], and neural nefworks [42]. These

innovative approaches provide attractive opportunities to further improve existing

performance of the switching converter and to overcome problems associated with the

conventi onal switching techniques.

To revier,v all of the power electronics switching methods, it will require extensive efforts

and time, and it is not the purpose nor within the scope of this thesis to do so. Only the

classical switching schemes discussed in the ea¡lier sections are considered. Feasibility of

these switching schemes used in the design of the current amplifîer will be investigated in

Chapter 4. By implementing the VSC and its switching algorithm with software

simulation, any forthcoming problems can be addressed before constructing the hardware

prototype, thereby resulting significant saving in cost and time.

3.5 Design Considerations for a Relay Testing Current Amplifier

Po'wer electronics based converters are advantageous in providing a more efücient and

hence "greener" voltage or current control solution. However, in order to achieve the high

efficient performance, there is always trade-off. In general, switching converters suffer
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from several shortcomings: more complicated overall design, lower waveform quality,

reduced frequency bandwidth, undesired emi noise, and higher stresses on components.

As discussed in Section 3.2, there are always losses incurred during the operation of a

switching converter. Design considerations have to be taken into account to ensu¡e that

these losses a¡e minimized. Applications of snubber circuits, synchronous diodes [43],

innovative switching techniques and topologies such as resonant converter [aa] and

multilevel schemes [45], and selection of better quality components, aÍe a few examples

that can be implemented to provide a more efficient and sound design. However, these

additional measures have certainly complicated the converter design.

There are also other design issues that need to be addressed, such as the challenges of

implementing the switching control digitally, limit cycle problem of a three-phase

CRPWM control scheme, and needs to maintain constant srvitching frequency in certain

applications for ease of filtering. Considerately efforts have been put forth to deal with

these issues, thus further increasing complexity of the converter system.

The output error and emi noise resulting from the switching operation cannot be

eliminated. Hence, precision and quality of the VSC waveforrns can hardly surpass those

produced using conventional analog method. Additionally, the emi noise can contaminate

the supply line and affect proper operations of other proximal equipment. In order to

minimize the effects of such interference, extensive shielding of the switching converter,

as well as power line filter, a¡e often needed.
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Due to the finite response time of the switches and control circuitry, as well as the

dynamic losses associated with high-speed switching, the switching frequency of a power

converter cannot be increased indefinitely. In order to reduce the size of the passive filter

and improve the filtering effects, it is desired to increase the switching frequency by at

least seven to eight times the ma.rimum frequency in the reference signal. With a typical

switching frequency of l00kHz, the bandwidth of the output waveform is limited fo TkHz

at best. Consequently, the frequency bandwidth of a classical switching converter is much

lower, as compared to the analog devices, which can produce high fidelity output

waveforms in the range of several megahertz.

Problems also arise when attempting to design passive filter for the relay testing current

amplifier. Since the load impedance is very small and an unknown value, it is difTicult to

properly design a filter with the desired characteristic. The responses of the passive filter

are dependent on the loading condition of the amplifier, as it will be shown in Chapter 4.

Furthermore, ily filter element applied in the high current path of the converter will

translate to power loss and introduce unwanted phase delay, thereby affecting overall

efïiciency and performance of the amplifier.

Finally, due to the parasitic inductance inherent to the switches and connections within the

circuit, as well as the reverse recovery characteristic of diodes, high-speed srvitching

coupled with rapid intemrption of the converter current will generate overvoltage, high di/

dt and dv/dt. These stresses must be properly controlled to protect the electrical

components from damaging and certain switches of the power converter from tuming on

inadvertently.
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In the following chapter, possible solutions

explored. Upon implementing these solutions,

simulations that a high performance and yet

achieved.

for some of the above problems will be

it will be demonstrated from the software

efücient current amplifier design can be



CHAPTER 4 Software Simulations ofthe PWM Current
Amplifier

4.1 Calculation of the Component Parameters

Before conducting the software simulation, the values of supply voltage (VDC) and

smoothing inductance (Lrn-,oot) must be decided for the VSC circuit. The VDC value

must be higher than the l5V output compliance rating (specified in Chapter 2) by a

significant margin. LsrnootÌ,, on the other hand, should be chosen such that the intended

power frequency bandwidth of the current amplifier can be achieved.

During the VSC hardware development stage, it was leamed that a 48V 6A switch mode

power supply and its matching capacitors were available off the shelf from suppliers.

Hence, a decision was made to establish VDC equal to 48V. Upon deciding the DC sou¡ce

voltage, the value of Lr*oo¡., can be obtained as follows.

Assuming that the amplifier is required to deliver a sinusoidal output current waveform:

I ord 
: Aorosin(2nForot) 

(Ea 4.1)

47
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where Aor¿ (A) and For¿ (Hz) are amplitude and frequenc] of lor¿, respectively, and t is

time in second. The output current slew rate can be obtained by differentiating Eqn. 4.1:

48

For the load current to trace lor¿'s trajectory, it must have a much faster speed:

ü too,l ü ordrnor,)\-dl "dt

Substituting Eqn. 3.3 and 4.3 into Eqn. 4.4,the following equation can be obtained:

ü urd - 2n l..,,ruA,,rucos(2nl,.,,rrt)

the slew rate is highest when t equals to n/Fo.¿, where n:0, +/-1,+l-2, and so on.

that Io.¿ equals to 0A at these instances. Thus, the ma,rimum slew rate is given as:

üurd,o, 
- 

.,

d¡ )nF orf nro'

Ll Lt' SW 'load
r >> 2nÍ'nr.oA nro
" s¡nooth

r -l Yt* 
Iunt,,c-lMÀ

(EA 4.2)

Notice

(EO 4.3)

(EO 4.4)

Assuming that the switching converter is connected to a resistive load (hence, Vlou¿ : 0 at

Iload : 0) and by rearranging Eqn. 4.5, the ma.rimum inducta¡rce L*u* can be expressed as:

(EA 4.s)

(EA 4.6)

specified at 480H2 in

480H2, and 1004,-r,

The ma.rimum po\ver frequency of the cunent amplifier was

Chapter 2. Hence, tvith Vg'67, For¿ and Ao.¿ eQual fo +l-48Y,

respectively, Luru* was found to be 1l3pH.
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4.2 Calculation of the VSC's Maximum Oufput Values

------->

Fig.4. I Marimum achievable output voltage of VSC.

Refering to Fig. 4.1, ma,rimum output voltage of the VSC can be obtained by switching

the bus voltage into a squarewave. By applying the squarewave across the smoothing

inductor (Lrn oot) and extemal load (Z1ou¿), the maximum VSC output current (I-*) at

the fundamental frequency is depicted as:

VDCx!xnrax 7l sLsntootlt+ ZIood (EO 4.7)

assuming that the VSC is connected to a simple RL load with resistance Rlou¿ and

inductance Llou¿:

Zlood = Rlood+ sLtood
(EO 4.8)

With Lsmoo¡ eQuals to l13pH and substituting variou load values (0O,0.4330,0.6111¿

and 20¡tH) into Eqn. 4.7, frequency response curves of I,n* are plotted in Fig. 4.2. IL is

clearly shown in the figure that I*u* is dictated by the load value of the VSC. The highest

attainable current rating occurs at Z6u¿ of 0Q. Higher inductive loads will lower the

overall current rating. Higher resistive loads, similarly, will deteriorate the low frequency
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performance of the VSC. Hence,

examined to ensure that the desired

loading conditions of the VSC must be carefully

output waveforms can be delivered.

roob

l4t
100

10

Fig.4.

l0

2

100 1000

Frequency (llz)
Ma.ximum achievable current ratings of VSC

10ri00

at various load values.

For example, the load impedance must be kept well below 0.433e¿ to generate the

100Anns rated currenf at 60H2. The allowable load impedance is also limited by the 15V

compliance rating. To illustrate this, consider that injection of the rated current into a

0.4330 load will produce load voltage of 6lV, which is much higher than the compliance

threshold. For the amplifier to operate within its specified range and deliver the rated

current, the load impedance of the VSC must be further reduced to less than 0.106fà

4.3 Simulation Results: CRPWM versus Sinusoidal PWM

In this thesis, transient simulations of the full bridge VSC were performed using PSCAD/

EMTDC, which is an electromagnetic transient simulation program developed by the

Manitoba HVDC Research Centre [46]. Sophisticated converter models can be simulated

I-"* (A)
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easily by using power electronics components and advanced control logic models of the

program. Coupled with a user-friendly interface to facilitate the simulation process,

PSCAD/EMTDC is an ideal tool for examining the VSC design.

4.3.1 Simulation Results with the CRPWM Controlled Converter.

The CRPWM control scheme was conducted using a full bridge VSC with VDC of 48V

and L*.,oo¡, of 113¡rH. In order to keep the switching frequency well below 50kHz,

hysteresis bandwidth of the control scheme was set to 54. To demonstrate that a wide

range of output waveforms can be produced by the VSC, simulations were performed for

the cu¡rent orders of l00A*.,, at60Hz and 480H2, l0Alms aI6OHz and 5kHz, l00A at

60Hz plus l0A at 420H2, and l00A plus DC offset of 4lA.

The input (Io.¿), output (ltou¿), and error (I.r.) waveforms of injecting the above currents

into a short circuit load are provided in Fig. 4.3. As shown in Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b, the

simulated VSC was capable of producing rated output of 1004r,r,. aT 60Hz and at the

power frequency of 480H2. It is clearly shown in Fig. 4.3dtha| the waveforms produced

by the CRPWM control scheme consist of minimum phase delay, even at a frequency as

high as 5kHz. Furthermore, the control scheme rvas able to generate waveforms with high

harmonic content and DC ofßet value, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.3e and 4.3f, respectively.

5l
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Fig.4.3 Simulation results of CRPWM control scheme at various current levels.
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Notice that the output waveforms were heavily distorted rvith switching ripple. Thus,

signif,rcant filtering effort is required to remove the switching noise and improve the

waveform quality. As shown in the simulation results, I",' of the VSC can be kept within

Ihe2.5A threshold. However, frequency of the switching operation was random, ranging

from 30kHz to 4lkffz. Finally, even if the current order is at zero level, the VSC was

required to operate at high switching frequency, thus prompting high quiescent loss.

The simulation resr¡lts demonstrate that the goal of constructing a high performance relay

testing current amplifier is a few steps closer by utilizing the CRPWM technique. In order

to proceed fur-ther, the problems of poor waveform quality, high dynamic loss, and high

quiescent loss must be addressed. However, before discussing any possible solution,

simulation results of the SPWM switching scheme are presented in the following section.

4.3.2 Simulation Results with a SPWM Controlled Converter'

I lood PI controller

Iord

Tum on S¡¡1 and Sp¡

Tum on S¡¡1 and S¡¡

Fig. 4. 4 Negative feedback design of SPWM current controller.

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, SPWM is a voltage controlled srvitching technique. To

achieve the goal of current control, the VSC must rely upon negative feedback design

similar to the block diagram of Fig. 4.4. Rather than using the voltage order, it is the
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current error (IerJ that is compared with the triangular carrier wave. Notice that I.r, will be

processed by a PI (Proportional and integrated) controller before entering the comparator

block. In doing so, the feedback error can be minimized, thus allowing generation of

highly accurate output current waveforms.
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Fig. 4. 5 Simr¡lation results of SPWM switching scheme at various cunent levels.

By implementing the SPWM control scheme, the input (Ior), output (IloaÐ, and error (I.o)

waveforms of injecting various test currents into a short circuit load are given in Fig. 4.5.

The frequency (F.) and amplitude (4.) of the triangular carrier were set to 40kHz and +/-

24, respectively. The current orders were the same set of test waveforns used in the

CRPWM control scheme simulations.

0.00011
time (s)
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As shown in the simulation results, the VSC was capable of producing a wide range of

currents by utilizing the SPWM control scheme and the negative feedback controller. The

rated output waveforms of 1004,.,o, at 60Hz and at the power frequency of 480H2 were

successfully generated and presented in Fig. 4.5a and 4.5b, respectively. The VSC was

able to generate low level currents of 10Ar-, aI 60Hz and 5kHz as shorm in Fig. 4.5c and

4.5d, as well as rvaveforms containing harmonic content (1004 at 60Hz + 104 aT 420H2)

and DC offset (1004 at 60Hz + DC 414) as provided in Fig. 4.5e and 4.5f, respectively.

Notice that the load current waveforms were also distorted rvith srvitching ripple. Thus,

filtering is required to improve the waveform quality. In addition, it is clearly shown in

Fig. 4.5e that there is a phase delay in the 5kHz output waveform. The delay was

introduced by the PI controller and the process of voltage to current conversion. As shown

in the switching waveforms of Fig. 4.5g, the PI enor signal (PI"o) would cross the

triangular wave twice within each period of l/Fc. Thus, switching frequency of the VSC

was kept constant aL 4}l,.}lz. Hor.vever, the simulated I",, could fluctuate from as low as 2A

to as high as 54.

The high gain design of the negative feedback system will introduce undesired current

overshoot in the output waveforms. For example, referring to the waveforms generated by

the SPWM control scheme in Fig. 4.6, a step change of current order (Io.j from 0A to

1004 in a 0.1O load would bring forth overshoot of 132o/o in the load current (Ilou¿). In

contrast, the load current waveform generated by the CRPWM control scheme was

unaffected by the same disturbance.
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Fig. 4. 6 Simulated step responses of SPWM a¡ìd CRPWM control schemes.

The SPWM switching scheme offers advantages of constant frequency operation, but it

has uncontrollable output error. The CRPWM control scheme, on the other hand, operates

at variable switching frequency, but the s\ iitching error can be contained within a given

threshold. However, no matter which switching scheme is chosen, they both offer a much

more efficient current control soluÍion for the amplifier design, as comp¿Lred to the

conventional analog approach.

In the following sections, design measures will be introduced to further improve the

existing switching performance and transform the VSC into a high performance relay

testing current amplifi er.
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4.4 Implementation of Energy Storage Capacitor

Up utttil now, DC source of the VSC has been considered as ideal. In reality, any DC

power supply will have a finite source impedance and limited cu¡rent rating. Therefore, it

is necessary to investigate these effects by simulating the circuits of Fig. 4.7.

I.

VDC

a. Ideal DC supply. b. practical DC supply.

Fig. 4. 7 Simplified diagrams of ideal and practical DC sou¡ce in the VSC circuit.

4.4.1 Simulation Results of the Ideal and Practical DC Source

The source current (Ir) and bus voltage (VuJ waveforms of Fig. 4.8 represent results of

simulating the ideal and practical DC source in the VSC circuit. The VSC was controlled

by the cRPwM switching scheme with w¡r, of 5A to deliver a current of l00A*'r,60]H2

into a 0.lO load. As shown in Fig. 4.84 if the DC source were ideal, V6u, would remain

constant at 48V during the entire simulation run. However, I, would rise to 1004rr',, to

accommodate the high power output demand.

In contrast, by using a practical DC supply, v6o, will drop below 48V, as soon as the

power demand of the VSC exceeds the supply rating. The practical supply was modeled

by having source impedance of (0.1Q+0.1pH), input capacitance of I000¡rF, and cupent

rating of 64. As shou.n in Fig. 4.8b, shortly after the power supply was overloaded, its

protection scheme would reduce the supply voltage in an attempt to keep I, below 64. If

Full bridge VSC Full bridge VSC
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V5u, drops below the output compliance threshold of 10V, the VSC ivill fail to generate

the desired current waveform.
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Fig.4.8 Simulation results of ideal and

4.4.2 Possible Solutions for the Lack of Power Issues

The above voltage drop problem can be alleviated by either increasing current capacity of

the existing DC supply, or complementing the supply with a secondary source. In this

project, the first option is definitely not a viable solution. It is difticult to obtain a 48V

power supply that can deliver current as high as 1004. DC supply with such a high power

rating will be healy and bulky, and impractical to be integrated into the current amplifier

design. Moreover, most relay tests will not be conducted for a prolonged period at very

20
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high current level. Thus, it is ineffective to utilize DC sou¡ce with high continuous power

rating in the VSC circuit.

A better approach is to keep the supply rating urchanged at the 6A level. The high current

surge during the transient testing is provided by a supplementary high capacity energy

storage capacitor. Since the po\4/er supply is only accountable for the nominal rating of the

current amplifier, its continuous power requirements can be reduced significantly.

4.4.3 Simulation Result of Implementing the Enerry Storage Capacitor
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Fig. 4. 9 Simulation result of using a 0.5F energy storage capacitor in the VSC circuit.

Simulation result of using a 0.5F capacitor to complement the practical DC supply is

provided in Fig. 4.9. h is clearly shown that the simulated VSC was capable of producing

100Anns into a 0.1f1 load for more than20 cycles, even if the source current (Ir) was

limited to only 64.
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4.4.4 Detet'mination of the Requircd Energy storage capacitor value

It is possible to estimate analytically the maximum operating time (t u*) of a lossless

VSC, stafing from the onset of the high current injection test, rmtil the load current fails to

keep up with the current order. To simplifu the calculation, assuming that the source

impedance (\, Lr) is negligible, and the VSC will produce a l00A DC current, which has

the same output power as the 1004r-. sinusoidal waveform.

Referring to Fig. 4.10 and Eqn. 4.9, the overall power supplied by the DC source and the

high capacity capacitor must be balanced by the power dissipated into the load plus the

po\l/er loss of the switching operation:

Rlo"d

Fig. 4. 10 Practical circuit of implementing the energy storage capacitor.

UuuJ,oo*VnJ,= (i?ooßøoa+ P to,,) (EO 4.s)

where I, equals to 64, V6u, is the average bus voltage, C¡ is the input capacitance, p¡o* is

the power loss, and Ï.uo and l¡ou4 are the average capacitor and load current, respectively.

Since the VSC is assumed lossless, the value of P1o* is zero. Icap can also be expressed as:

6l

i - ,, dþ'h,,,
t cap- -r in¡

The VSC will fail to generate the output current, as soon as:

(EO 4.10)
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vbur= I tonß tood (EO 4.11)

By solving Eqn 4.9, 4. 1 0, and 4. 1 I , marimum operating time (t**) of a lossless VSC can

be obtained for any given value of load resistance (RlouJ.

It is also possible to obtain the maximum running time of the current injection test through

software simulation. By simulating the practical VSC circuit of Fig. 4.10 and executing

the CRPWM control scheme rvith a 5A hysteresis ba¡ldwidth, the maximum operating

time (tçp¡,ygv) can be measured from the start of the high current test, until the moment

when the VSC fails to generate the requested current waveform.

time (s
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tt
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08
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04

02

0

0 03 0 04 0.05 0 06 0.07 0,08 0.09

load resistance (Q) / output power (1OkW)

Fig.4. 1l Mæiimum operating time of VSC for delivering l00A DC current.

Using various capacitance values (0.1F, 0 2F, 0.4F, and 0.5F), the resulting curves of tnu*

and tçp¡'\Ä/M are presented in Fig. 4.11. It is clearly shown in the figure that the high

current operating time can be increased subsfantially by using the energy storage

'"o.

O.I F

'o
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capacitor. The higher the value of C¡, the longer the switching operation can be

performed for a given load resistance (output power). Given the same loading condition

and C1,, value, there is a discrepancy, especially at low load resistance, between Lnu" md

tcnpwir¿. The differences are mainly due to the static and dynamic power losses ignored in

the calculation of çr".

The ten-cycle power rating of delivering rated current of I 004,-, to a l5V load is 1 061 W.

According to the simulation results, such performance can be accomplished by using C¡

of approximately 0. 172F. ln contrast, if the VSC was lossless, the minimum value of Cin

could be further reduced to 0.127F. Thus, by improving the power efTîciency of the

switching converter, it is possible to minimizefhe required capaciq, and physical size of

the energy storage capacitor.

4.5 Filtering of the VSC Output Waveforms

One of the major problems in dealing with a power electronics based converter is the poor

quality waveform it produces. The high frequency switching noise of the output

waveforms needs to be attenuated substantially by low pass filtering. However, as

discussed in Section 3.5, it is difücult and inefficient to design passive filters with

unknown load value. The designing task becomes even more difficult for VSC that

executes va¡iable frequency switching scheme. Even if the switching frequency can be

maintained at a constant level to allow for easier filter implementation, the filtering will

bring forth undesi¡ed effects of phase shift and gain error in the output waveforms.

63
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A novel filtering system, which incorporates a combination of passive low pass frlter and

analog active filter, is presented in this thesis to address the above problems. The passive

filter is used to attenuate the high frequency switching harmonics. The lower frequency

harmonic noise including any DC ofßet, on the other hand, ca¡r be cancelled by the active

filter. Consequently, it is possible to effectively remove the switching eror resulting from

the converter operation by using such a filtering system.

4.5.1 Design of the Low Pass Passive Filter

As shown in Fig. 4.12a, a trvo-pole LCR (Inductor, capacitor, and resistor) filter

implemented in the VSC circuit. The characteristic equation of the low pass filter is:

64

Iir- 
=

I ou,

fi,* nn'

ztood* sL¡¡+ 
fi,* ^n,

(EA 4.12)

The filter was constructed using L¡1 of 5¡rH, C¡1 of Z¡tF, and R¡1 of l0o to achieve a 3dB

cut-off frequency of lOOkHz, which is almost one decade beyond the 20kHz amplifier

bandwidth. In order to keep the overall slew rate limiting inductance at the desired value

of 113pH, notice that the value of L.,nooth wffi adjusted to l08pH.

Fig.4.l2b illustrates the gain and time delay responses of the low pass filter, when it is

connected to various loads (0o, 0.1c¿, 0.5C), I pH, 5pH, 10pH). It is clearly shown that the

filter responses are dependent on the loading condition. However, regardless of the load

value, the filter is capable of attenuating substantially any switching harmonics beyond

l0OkHz. Even at a load value as high as 1OpH, the time delay and overshoot of the filtered
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Fig. 4. 12 Design and implementation of low pass passive filter.

4.5.2 Design of the Active Filter

The active filter can be constructed using an analog current source, which is capable of

generating highly accurate, high frequency, and linear curent r.vaveforms. As shown in

Fig. 4.13a, the current source is fed with the error signal (I",,) and delivers to the extemal

load a compensating cunent (l.o,r'p). Referring to Fig. 4.13b, I.o-o is an exact duplicate of
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I"¡¡. By combining the filtered current (16) and the compensating current, it is possible to

reduce the switching elror significantly and produce a high quality load current waveform

(Ilou¿) equal to Io.¿.

66

Iout

L.roo¡, 108pH L¡¡ 5pH I¡l
cnr
2pF

Rnl
1OCI

I"'o)'A=^
I"orp = I". = Ior¿^- I¡¡

oa \_ \_,/

a. Circuit diagram of the active and passive compensators.

Iloud=I"o.p*Ifil=Iord

b. Compensation waveforms.

Fig.4. 13 Design and implementation of analog current compensator.

Notice that the active filter is intended for compensating I¡1, rather than the smoothing

inductor clrrent (Iou). In doing so, the bandwidth requirement of the analog compensator

can be reduced to the cut-off frequency of the passive filter, thereby substantially

simplifying the current source design.

As discussed in Chapter l, the implementation of the analog approach will bring forth

drarvbacks of poor power efficiency and increased package size in terms of amplifier

design. To minimize these drawbacks, output rating of the current source must be kept at a

low level. Consequently, the active f,rltering approach is only applicable for a VSC that

executes a constanT-error switching scheme, such as the CRPWM control technique.
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4.5.3 Simulation Results of the Active and Passive Filtering System

Simulation results of applying both the active and passive fìlters in the VSC circuit are

presented in Fig. 4.14. For ease of comparison, the VSC would produce the same test

waveforms used in the simulation examples of CRPWM and SPWM control schemes.

By utilizing the CRPWM control scheme with w¡r, of 54, the input (Iorj, pre-filtered

(Io6), and filtered (llou¿) waveforms of the VSC to generate the test currents into a 0.lC)

load are presented in the figure. It is clearly shown in the simulation results that the VSC

has barely noticeable output noise (I"o2). This is because as much as94%o of the current

error (I.,') was suppressed by the hybrid filter. The hybrid filter was also capable of

reducing the switching ripple for currents as low as l0A-.,, (Fig. 4.14c and 4.14d), as well

as waveforms containing harmonic content (Fig. a.l4e) and DC offset (Fig. a.laÐ.
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Frequency spectral analysis of the load currents (I1ou), with and without using the hybrid

filter, rvas performed and illustrated in Fig.4.15. As shown in the figure, there is a

significant reduction of THD (Total ha¡monic distortion) for the filtered load currents:

from as much as 2.09% down to 0.13% for the 100Anns waveform in Fig.4.15b and from

77%o dov,nto 7.97o/o for the 1OAnns waveform in Fig. 4.15c. Furthermore, other than the

case of Fig. 4.15c (104.-. aT 60Hz), harmonics of the filtered load currents are well below

1% with respect to their fundamental value.

Finally, the fundamental component of the filtered cu-rrent waveforms has almost the same

value as the input reference signal. The worst-case accuracy is approximately 100.8% for

producing the current of 10Ar',rr, 5kHz as seen in Fig. 4.15d. Thus, it is confirmed by the

simulations that the VSC, compensated with the hybrid filter, is capable of generating

highly accurate and low noise output current waveforms.

4.6 Low level Current Cut-offMeasure

4.6.1 Problems of the VSC Switching Schemes at Low Curl.ent Level.

Although switching noise of the VSC can be substantially reduced with the hybrid filter,

the resulting noise factor and THD are still considerably high at low current level. As

shown in Fig. 4.16a and 4.76b, by using the CRPWM switching scheme with w¡r, of 54,

the generation of 54,.,r', currents at 60Hz and 5kHz would produce output error (I"rr2) as

high as 0.284 and 0.44A, respectively. Furthermore, if the frequency of the current order

(Iorj is increased to 20kHz, the VSC will be too slow to react to the high frequency
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request. As a result, as shown in Fig. 4.76c, the analog current source was required to

deliver as high as 7 .7 A to compensate the switching error.
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ripple. Instead of cutting off the current flowing from the convefer system to the extemal

load, the current compensation obviously causes ahigh level ofundesired quiescent loss.

4.6.2 Implementation and Simulation Results of the Low Curl'ent Cut-off Scheme

In this project, a control technique was derived to address the above problems. The control

method calls for an additional hysteresis band placed upon the reference waveform (Iorj.

The hysteresis thresholds are set in a way that the VSC will stop its srvitching operation, as

soon as Io.¿ falls within +/-5Arms. Notice that the 5A*.,, threshold coincides with the

nominal input rating of atypical protective relay. Io.¿ must rise above +5.66Arms or drop

below -5.66Anns for the switching operation to resume. In doing so, ¿uìy current less than

54.-, will be supplied by the analog source, thereby ensuring high quality waveforms at

the small signal level.

By implementing the low current cut-off technique to reproduce the test waveforms of

Fig. 4.16, it is clearly shown in the simulation results of Fig. 4.174 4.17b, utd 4.l7ctha1

the switching noise in the output waveforms could be eliminated. The resulting THD and

noise level (I",,2) of the load current waveforms were extremely low In addition, notice

that both the VSC and analog source did not produce any curent when Ior¿ retumed to the

zero level, thus solving the issue ofhigh quiescent loss.

For the generation of load current waveforms with magnitude higher than 5.664,.,rrr,

switchover inegularity will be compensated by the active filter. Hence, as shown in
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simulation results of Fig. 4.17d (104*r, 60Hz) and,4.l7e (1004*.,r, 60Hz), the operation

of the low current cut-offscheme w¿ts transparent in the output waveforms.
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4.7 Implementation of the Three-Level Switching Scheme

4.7.1 Simulation Results of the Three-Levet Double Hystercsis Band Control Scheme

As discussed in Section 3.4.3, due to the poor quality output waveforms, it is not feasible

to implement the three-level control scheme in the current amplifier design. However, by

utilizing the hybrid filtering systern, it is possible to reduce the low frequency switching

ripple and DC offset produced by the double hysteresis band control technique. Hence, the

issues of poor waveform quality can be addressed, and the three-level switching scheme

can be applied in conjunction with the hybrid filter to fu¡ther improve the dynamic

switching performance of the VSC.

Fig.4.18 illusTrates simulation results of implementing both the double hysteresis band

control scheme and the hybrid filtering system in the VSC circuit.
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By executing the three-level scheme with w¡r, of 4.54 and offset of 14, the input (Ior),

pre-filtered (Iou,), and filtered (Ilou¿) waveforms of injecting various test currents into a

0.lÇ) load are presented. These test currents are: l00Ar-. at 60Hz and 480H2, 10Arrr* at

60Hzand 5kHz, 1004 at 60Hz plus 104 at 420H2, and 1004 at60Hzplus DC 4lA.

It is clearly demonstrated by the simulations that the VSC was capable of generating a

wide range of output currents with high-speed response, while confining the switching

error (I.,,) within the 2.5A threshold. Compared to the CRPWM control scheme with the

same threshold level, the operating frequency of the threelevel control scheme was found

to be much lower, ranging from 360H2 to 22WIz. As a result, the dynamic switching loss

of the VSC can be reduced significantly. Furthermore, as shown in the fìgure, the low

frequency ripple and the lA DC offset introduced by the control scheme can also be

reduced, thus allowing the generation of high quality output waveforms.

4.7.2 Pefiormance Improvements: TWo-Level versus Three-Level Control Schemes

To evaluate the waveform quality, the THD (Total harmonic distortion), noise factor,

fundamental component value, and gain error of the load currents produced by using the

CRPWM and double hysteresis band control schemes, implemented in conjunction with

the hybrid filter, are both listed in Table 4.1. It is clearly shown that average THD of the

rvaveforms produced by the three-level scheme is 55%o lower than that of two-level

scheme. In general, the noise factor is also lower, and noise level of -53d8 ca¡r be

achieved for the rated current of 1004r,r," at 60H2. The reduction of THD and noise level
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is mainly due to the low operating frequency of the three-level scheme, which allows for a

much more effective filtering task.

Table 4.1. Summary of load current waveform quality.

Control
Scheme Load Currenls THD

Noise
Factor

Fundamenlal
Component

Value
Gain
Error

Twolwel
CRPWM

1004*. at 60FIz O.17Yo -52d8 l4t.0tA 0.007o/o

l00A*. at 480IIz 0.13o/o -47d8 l4t.0lA 0.007o/o

l0A-, at 60}lz 1.97v" 34dB t4A 0.7lo/o

control scheme l0A-, at 5kllz l.24Yo -27ðB t4.tzA 0.14o/o

l00A at 60llz + l0 A at 421}fz 10o/" -49d8 100A 0%

l00A at 60II.2' + DC 4lA -50 1004 0o/o

Three-level

double
hysleresis band

l00A-, at 60}lz 0.09Yo -53d8 140.99A -0.007o/o

l00A*. at 480H2 0.08% -52d8 I4t.0lA 0.007o/o

l0A-, at 60ÌIz 0.37Vo -34d8 t4A -0.7 lo/o

l0A-, at 5klIz 0.84o/" -33d8 t4.07p^ -0.zlYo

l00A at 60IIz + l0Aat 42OHz 1IVo -50d8 l00A 0o/o

l00A at 60Hz + DC 414 -51d8 l00A jYo

To compare the power performance of the two-level (CRPWM) and three-level (double

hysteresis band) control schemes, the high current injection test of Section 4.4.4 was

performed. Given the capacitance of 0.lF,0.2F,0.4F, and 0.5F, marimum operating time

curves of the two control schemes, tCnpWIr,t and t31"u"¡, were obtained from the simulation

of injecting DC current of l00A to various resistive loads.

The plot of tcnpwli¿ and t3¡"u"¡ with respect to load value (output power) of the VSC is

presented in Fig. 4.19. As shown in the figure, the VSC implemented rvith the three-level

scheme can perform the current injection test, particularly at low load resistance values,

for a much longer duration. Thus, it is confirmed through the simulation results that the
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power performance and waveform quality of the current amplifier can be further improved

by using the three-level switching scheme and the hybrid fìrtering system.
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4.8 Simulation of the Three-Phase Current amplifier

Finally, to ensure that the curent amplifier design can also be applied to a three-phase

application, simulations were performed using three sets of such amplifier to deliver

various amount of test currents into a 0.lf) star connected load.

A simplified diagram of the test layout is illustrated in Fig. 4.20a The switching scheme

implemented in this case is the three-level double hysteresis band technique, with the VSC

output complemented by the hybrid filtering system. The resulting input (IordA, IordB,

Iordc), pre-filtered (IoutA, IoutB, Iourc), and filtered (Ilou¿a, IloaclB, Iloa¿c) rvaveforms are

time (s)
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provided in Fig. 4.20b and 4.20c.

three-phase transient currents can

As clearly shorvn in the simulation resr¡lts, high quality

be generated by the curent amplifiers.
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a. Block diagram of the three-phase simulation setup.
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4.9 Summary of the Various Design Measures

By implementing the various design measures proposed in this chapter, the performance

of a full bridge VSC can be substantially improved, to a point where it is possible to

achieve the desired specifications as outlined in Chapter 2. Based on the simulation

results, the effects of these design measures are summarized as follows:

current(A) * IordA o lordB .a- IordC

current (A)
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' The ten-rycle rating of l00Arrr* at l5V can be easily achieved with an energy storage

capacitor of 0.155F if the VSC is controlled by a double band hysteresis scheme, and

0.172F if the control scheme is CRPWM.

. By using the hybrid filter, the THD, noise factor, and gain error of the l00An.,r, 60Hz

output waveform can be suppressed to as low as 0.09%o, -53d8, and -0.007o/o. respectively,

which are much lower than the specified ratings of 7%o, -66d8, and 0.2o/o in some cases.

' Due to the low current cut-off scheme, high fidelity, small signal waveforms at

frequency ranging from DC ro 20kHz can be generated at the amplifîer output. The

problem of high quiescent loss during the switching operation can also be overcome.

' Finally, by executing the three-level control scheme, not only a fast acting and robust

response can be achieved, the dynamic performance of theVSC can also be improved. It

is clearly shown in the simulation results that the switching loss of the power converter, as

well as the THD in the output waveforms, can be reduced significantly,
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CHAPTER 5 Hardware Design and Experimental Results

5.1 Infroduction

As discussed in the earlier chapters, the fr:ll bridge VSC (Voltage source converter),

implemented with PWM (Pulse width modulation) switching technology, offers a

promising design altemative to constructing a high performance relay testing current

amplifier. In order to transform the VSC into such an amplifier, a number of design

measures were proposed and simulated with PSCAD/EMDTC in Chapter 4. The

feasibility of constructing an efïicient, high fidelity current amplifier was clearly

demonstrated by the positive simulation results. Consequently, based on the proposed

design concepts, a single-phase prototype of the current amplifier was developed.

In this chapter, hardware considerations and circuit design issues encountered during the

development of the prototype will be elaborated. Firstly, a practical schematic diagram of

the full bridge VSC rvill be presented. A brief discussion will be provided on the selection

of the po\ver electronics components. Following that, preliminary experiment results

obtained using the prototype will be presented and discussed. Finally, based on the
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experimental findings, conclusion on the performance of the current amplifier will be

drawn.

5.2 Final Full Bridge VSC Schematic Diagram
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Based upon extensive research efforts and countless trial and error attempts, a more

functional and practical schematic diagram of the ftrJl bridge VSC was finalized and

presented in Fig. 5.1. As shown in the figure, in addition to the existing VSC components

introduced in the previous chapters, there a¡e several new elements implemented in the

converter circuit. These hardware components will not alter the fundamental operating

principle of the VSC Rather, some of these components are essential for proper

functioning of the converter, whereas others are used to alleviate the various problems

encountered during the switching operation. Detailed discussions of these electrical

components are provided in the following sections.

5.3 Efforts to Reduce Hardware Losses of the Full Bridge VSC

Significant improvements in overall power efTiciency can be achieved with simple

hardware changes. This is because most of the losses experienced in the switching

converter originate from poor selection, layout, and placement of the power electronics

components, as well as the circuit design.

For example, when conducting a 100A'r* current, a 0.1Q resistive loss accumulated from

improper selection of connection leads will lead to lkW of power loss. Hence, hardware

losses of the converter system need to be careftilly examined and minimized. By

minimizing these losses, the power requirements of the DC source and energy storage

capacitors, as well as the physical size of the current amplifier, can be reduced.
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Referring to Fig. 5.l, electrical components connected along high current path of the VSC

contribute majority of the power loss. Detailed discussion of these components are

provided as follows:

. Practical power capacitors are lossy because of their intemal ESR (Equivalent series

resistance). High intemal losses rvill diminish the effective capacitance and ripple current

rating of the capacitors. Hence, given the specified capacitance and voltage rating,

capacitors with the lorvest possible ESR should be used in the VSC circuit.

In this project, the best available off the shelf product was the 50VDC, 0.1F low loss

aluminum electrolyte capacitor supplied by United Chemi-Con [a7]. As shown in the

schematic diagram, two such capacitors (C¡1 and Cin) were chosen and connected in

parallel. The parallel connection was used to further reduce the ESR losses to 6.8mC) and

double the overall capacitance to 0.2F- so that the minimum required capacitance of

0.172F (referring to Section 4.4.4) could be obtained.

. There are two types of losses associated with the power electronics switches: static and

dynamic. Using a better switching scheme, slower switching speed, or snubber circuit can

reduce the dynamic losses. Similarly, using quality hardware components with lower

conduction resistance can minimize the static losses.

In this project, fast srvitching HEXFETs from Intemational Rectifier [48] were med in the

VSC circuit. The MOSFET switches are rated for 75V and have a nominal conduction

resistance of 7.8mQ. These switches are packaged with surface mount technology (SMT),
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which has a much lower parasitic resistance and inductance in the wire leads than

conventional through-hole products.

Because of the positive thermal coeffîcient and self-compensating nature in a current

sharing network, multiple units of MOSFETs can be connected in parallel without

suffering the effects of thermal runaway. Hence, ¿ìs seen in the schematic diagram, the

parallel configuration (Qlur, Qrull, QLLI, and Qnrt to QLH4, QRH¿, QLL¿, md Qru_+)

was used to further reduce the overall static losses and junction to case thermal resistance

of the MOSFET switches. In doing so, assuming that the MOSFET switches have equal

on-state resistance, conduction resistance as low as 3.9mf) can be achieved.

' Although most power MOSFETs do come with an intrinsic anti-parallel pn jurction

diode and conduction time of the diode is extremely short during the switching operation,

it is still advantageous to connect the MOSFET switches with a extemal freewheeling

diode. This is because the parasitic body diode has much higher jur:rction voltage and

exhibits a "reverse recovery" characteristic. The higher jurction voltage will bring forth

higher conduction loss, while the reverse recovery condition will increase the dynamic

losses and generate voltage overshoot when the diode is tumed off.

By using Schottþ diode (D¡g1, D¡¡11, DLLI, and Dnrl to Q-u+, DRH4, DLL4, and Dp¡a),

which in general has a much lower on-state voltage than an equivalent rating junction

diode, the conduction loss resulting from the body diode of the MOSFET can be further

reduced. Since the Schottky diodes are majority-carrier devices, they can be switched on

and off faster because there are no stored minority carriers that must be injected ìnto the
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device during tum-on and pulled out during tum-off. The various reverse recovery

problems associated with the pn junction diodes can also be addressed because the

operation of the Schottky diodes does not involve minority carrier charges.

. The design of the slew rate limiting and filtering inductors (Lsmooth and L¡¡) is

discussed in Section 5.4.2.2. Since these inductors contribute most of the power loss

during the VSC switching operation, their design parameters should be carefully

examined. To illustrate this, consider that the overall power loss of the inductors used in

the prototype is approximately 130W when conducting a current of 1004',r', aI480Hz.

The power loss of l30W is roughly 54%o of the VSC static losses during the switching

operation.

' There are a number of devices that can be used to measure both AC and DC current

waveforms: resistive current shunt, coa.rial shunt, closed-loop Hall effect current sensor,

and DCCT (DC current transformer). In this project, a closedloop Hall effect current

sensor (CS100) was used in the VSC circuit. Due to its extremely low insertion loss, the

porver loss generated by the Hall effect sensor can be considered as negligible.

. In the hardware prototype, the various high cunent components were connected with

soldering leads, quick-connect snap-in connectors, and terminal blocks viahook-up wires

or PCB (Printed circuit board) traces. In order to reduce the amount of conduction loss and

voltage spikes during the switching operation, the stray resistance and inductance

resulting from the connection must be minimized. This was achieved by placing all the

high current components ìn closed proximity, making the interconnecting wires as thick
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and as short as possible, using connectors with high current rating, and fabricating the

PCB with gold plated and heavily weighted traces for the high current paths.

' Finally, it is impractical to obtain the actual converter po\ryer losses through analytical

calculations or simulation. There are too many urknown parameters, such as dynamic

characteristics of the semiconductor switches, imperfections in the electrical components,

impedance variations due to temperatue and mechanical stresses, and high frequency skin

effects. Hence, in order to assess the actual performance and efficiency of the current

amplifier, the best approach is to conduct the physical tests by using the hardwa¡e

prototype.

5.4 PWM Current Amplifier Hardware Design Considerations

In the following sections, hardware design considerations contributing to the successful

construction of the current amplifier are discussed. These practical issues include the

selection of a suitable current measuring device, the design of filter inductors, the

selection of the DC power supplies, the selection of snubber circuits, and the requirements

of the active fìlter design.

5.4.1 Selection of Current Measurcment Device

The objective of the current amplifier is to deliver an output current closely resembling the

input reference signal. This requires an accurate measurement of the output current

tl'aveforms, which conformity with the reference generates the firing order for the

srvitching controller of the VSC. Any discrepancy between the actual load current and the
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me¿rsured waveform will produce rurdesired phase and amplitude errors. Hence, it is

important to implement a current sensor that is accurate and fast acting.

There a¡e a number of devices that can be adopted for current measurement applications,

the simplest being a shunt resistor. Ideally, any current flowing through the resistor will

develop a voltage directly proportional to the current magnitude. The generated voltage

signal can be scaled up or down according to the actual cr¡rrent level by using a gain

adjusting buffer.

Though it is easy and cost effective to implement, such a resistive shurt has several

shortcomings. Firstly, insertion loss of the resistive element will lower the overall power

efÏiciency of the amplifier. If the resistance is reduced to minimize the losses, inherent

parasitic inductance of the current shunt will become a dominant factor to affect accuracy

of the current measurement. The resulting low voltage signal obtained from the current

shunt is also susceptible to noise and requires additional filters and amplifiers for further

processing. Finally, since the resistance of the current shunt is dependent on the

temperature and the mechanical mounting stresses, it will be difficr:lt to obtain a highly

stable and accurate measurement.

It is possible to construct the resistive element into a loop or coaxial confrguration, thereby

reducing the effects of parasitic inductance while retaining a lorv resistance value. The

coaxial shunt, for example, has a frequency bandwidth of at least several MHz and is

capable of measuring currents in the range of several kA. However, the cost of such
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device is much higher than the simple resistive shunt, because it demands a more

complicated construction technique and precision signal processing circuit.

Due to the direct-coupling connection, high frequency emi (electromagnetic interference)

noise resulting from the switching operation cari propagate to the control electronics of the

VSC via the current shunt. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5 2a if the voltage across the

current shunt exceeds the cofirmon-mode voltage rating of the control electronics, it will

saturate or even damage the low power circuit components.
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High common mode voltage in a resistive shunt.
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b. Decoupling of the high common mode voltage in a resistive shunt.

Fig. 5. 2 Isolation of current measurement device.

As a result, a dedicated isolation channel, implemented using an isolation operational

amplifier as illustrated in Fig. 5.2b, is required to decouple the measured signal from the

cunent shunt. Horvever, the isolation circuit will increase overall complexity and cost of

the current shurt, Iimit frequency bandwidth of the output waveform, and introduce

additi onal measurement error.

Vloud * IloudR."nr"
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Current transducers such as current transformer, DCCT (DC cunent transformer),

Rogowski coil, a¡rd Hall effect sensor are often preferred whenever extensive isolation is

needed. Though based on different working principles, constructions of these transducers

a¡e similar: a magnetic core wound with a primary and secondary winding, with the

current to be measured passing through the primary winding and a scaled down

representation of the primary current reflected in the secondary winding. Since both

windings are electrically isolated from one another, the purpose of signal decoupling can

be achieved.

The measurement device used in this project was a closed loop Hall effect sensor. There

are numerous benefits for using such a sensor: low cost, extremely low insertion loss, off

the shelf availability. ease of implementation, fast response, highly linear output,

capability of measuring pure DC current, and isolation from the primary circuit. The

current sensor is based upon the Hall effect theory, which states that when a current

carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic field, a voltage perpendicula¡ to the direction of

the field and the flow of the current is generated, as depicted in Fig. 5.3 and Eqn. 5. l.

2'.
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Fig. 5.3 Hall effect theory illustration.
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VH = kxlrxBstn0
(Ea s.1)

Here V¡¡ is the Hall effect voltage, k is a constant dependent on the geometry of the

current carrying conductor (Hall element), the ambient temperature, and the mechanical

stress on the element. Iç is the magnitude of the control current, and Bsin0 is the

component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the Hall effect voltage. In a typicaJ

closed loop Hall effect sensor, Iç is maintained at constant level. Hence, the Hall voltage

rvill be proportional to the strength of the applied magnetic field.

High gain opamp &
push pull driver

Io;: Primary current

Hr: Secondary fìeld I."": Secondary current

I": Constant control current V,: Hall effect sensor output voltage

Fig. 5. 4 Simplifred circuit diagram of closed loop Hall effect current sensor.

A simplified circuit diagram of the closed loop current sensor is provided in Fig. 5.4. The

magnetic core is gapped and inserted with a HaII effect element. The current to be

measured (lp¡) florvs through the primary winding and produces a magnetic flur

proportional to the current magnitude. At the same time, the output of the Hall element,

bolstered by a high gain push-pull driver, drives the secondary coil with current Ir"" in an

attempt to balance the flur produced by the primary current. The secondary winding is

Terminating resistor R,
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wound in series opposition on the magnetic core to achieve the purpose of flux

cancellation. Consequently, the total flux in the magnetic core rvill be maintained at near

zero level, and Iro will be a scaled down representation of Ipri, with its magnitude decided

by the turn ratio of the windings.

By using the closed loop configuration, the effects of non-linearity and saturation in the

magnetic core can be eliminated, and the temperature sensitivity in the Hall effect element

can be reduced. The sensor must be terminated with a resistor, thus converting Ir". to

voltage (VJ. The resistor value should be selected such that V1 will not exceed the output

rating of the push-pull driver. Finally, the equation of V, is given as:
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M
V, = I"r"* Rr = fJ " 

Iprix Rr
(EO s.2)

where R, is the terminating resistance, and Npri and Nr". are the respective tum number of

the primary and secondary windings.

5.4.2 Design of Slew Rate Limiting and Filtering Inductor.s

The full bridge VSC requires two inductors to operate: the slerv rate limiting inductor

(Lrn,oot¡) and the filtering inductor (L¡1). The selection criteria of suitable magnetic cores,

as well as the inductor design procedure, are discussed in the following sections.

5.4.2.1 Selection of Inductor. Corcs

Considering the available types of core material: air, iron alloy (magnetic steel), ferrites,

porvder irons, and amorphous alloy, and the wide variety of core shapes and sizes: toroids,
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gapped toroids, pot cores, rob cores, U cores, E cores, I cores and RM cores, selecting a

suitable magnetic core for inductor design can be somewhat confusing. Hence, to simplify

the selection process in this project, a general guideline based on the following criteria

was adhered to:

' The magnetic cores used to construct the inductors must achieve the specified

inductance values. Practical magnetic-core inductors are nonlinear and will saturate if

subjected to a high DC bias current. The satu¡ation is caused by alignment of the

microscopic magnetic moments under the presence of strong magnetic field created by the

DC bias current. Hence, the constructed inductors shor:ld be able to tolerate a high curent

stress without being substantially saturated.

' The inductors should be reasonably lightweight and of a small size, so that the current

amplifier will have a compact profile after incorporating these inductors. Additionally, the

assembly of the inductors should be straight forward, in the sense that recoiling and

modification of the tum number can be performed easily.

' Finally, and most importantly, the cost and availability of the magnetic cores should be

factored into the selection considerations. High power magnetic cores are often expensive

and require special ordering and long lead-time for custom fabrication. Hence, it is

cheaper and more convenient to obtain cores that are in common use, even if these cores

might only loosely fit the desired specifications.
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By using the above selection criteri4 the best option was to use the powder iron toroidal

cores manufactured by Magnetic Inc. [49]. These powder iron cores r.vere fabricated with

distributed air gaps technology, which improves the core performance substantially by

having a much lower eddy current loss and a higher operating current rating without

leading to saturation. Coupled with the advantage of having a low leakage flux with a

toroida.l shape, the magnetic cores are particularly suitable for high current and high

frequency switching converter applications.

5.4.2.2 Design Procedurc of Filtering Inductor

Though possible to implement with an analytical approach, it is more convenient to design

the inductors by utilizing the formr¡Ias and empirical data [50] compiled from the core

manufacturer, Magnetic Inc. The detailed procedure of designing the filtering inductors

(Lsmooth and L¡¡) is discussed below:

' The first step is to compute the required power handling capacity of the magnetic core,

LIDc2, where L is the inductance (mH) and I¡s is the DC bias cu¡rent (A). The correct

core size can be located from the core selector charts compiled by the core ma¡rufacturer

using the computed power capacity value.

' Once the core has been selected, the estimated tum number of inductor winding can be

calculated by using Eqn. 5.3 and the Al value (nFVtums2) provided from the core data

sheet. The Al value of a magnetic core is defined as the amount of inductance (nH) that

can be obtained for every square number of winding tums.
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(EA 5.3)

' DC magnetizing force H (Atum/cm) of the inductor can be acquired from Eqn. 5.4:

H: 0.4n, N *I+ (Eo s.4)
,e

where N is the tum number of the winding, Ipç is the DC bias current (A), and l" is the

effective path length (cm) of the inductor. The permeability loss of the inductor, due to the

high DC bias current, can be obtained by using the permeability versus DC bias curves of

the chosen inductor core. Subsequently, the saturated inductor value can be estimated.

' In order to keep the copper loss to a minimum, magnet wire with the biggest conductor

size should be used to u'ind the inductor core. However, if the conductor size gets bigge¡

it rvill become stiffer to bend, thereby causing the problem of core winding. Fortunately,

the winding problem can be overcome by using multiple parallel-connected conductors

with finer core size. The resulting wire is more flexible, but has the same conduction loss

of the original single core wire. By referring to the property table of the magnet wire, the

estimated winding resistance of the inductor can be obtained.

' Given the calculated magnetizing force value, the corresponding flux density of the

magnetic core can be obtained from its magneÍizalion curves.

Base on lhe above procedure and the core datasheet obtained from the manufacturer, the

specifications of the inductors used in this project are provided in Tâble 5.l:

N= tr
NAL
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Table 5.1. Specifications of filtering inductors.

Descriplions

Output Rating

Ìnductance

LIoc2

Best Available Core

Pemeability

Al value

Winding tum number

Effective parh lengfh (1")

DC Magnetizing force (H)

7o oflnitial permeability at l41A

lnductance at 14lA

Winding wires

Resist¡nce of ûre winding wire
length/tum of the winding wire at20o/o

window factor

Winding resistance

Copper loss at l4lA
Flux Density

Core loss density at l4lAe 480H2

Nominal core volume

Worst case core loss

Total Operating Loss

L*oolh

14lA

l08pH

2147mHA2

HI-FLUX 58908-A2

26

27nW\um2

54

l9.95cm

480Atum/cm

31.1o/o

33.6¡rH

Zrl2awg magnet wires

0.00261Ç/m

6.8cm/tum

9.58mQ

95.8W

0.732 Tesla at 48OAtum/cm

325mWcm3

45.3cm3

14-72W

I 10.52V/

L¡l

t4lA

5pH

99rnHA2

HI-FLUX 58550.A2

26

28nlVtum2

t4

8. I 5cm

. 30Atum/cm

5l.2Yo

2.56¡t

2x l3arvg magnet wire

0.00328O/m

3.9lcm,/tum

l.80mQ

l8\r/

0.528 Tesla at 30Ahr/cm

144m'ùy'/cm3

5.48cm3

0.79W

18.79W

5.4.2.3 Final Notes on the Inductor Constn¡ction

As discussed in previous sections, the design measures of implementing toroidal shaped

and distributed air gap cores were adopted in order to contain the leakage flux of the

inductors. However, operating at very high flux density, these inductors are still a major

source of magnetic interference. Consequently, in the hardware design, the high power

inductors were enclosed in magnetic shielding material and mounted at a far distance from

the Hall effect sensor, analog interface circuit of the amplifier, and control electronics of
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the VSC. By adopting such preventive measures, the interference noise induced by the

magnetic field of the inductors can be minimized.

5.4.3 Requircments of Power Supply

The DC power supplies used in the current amplifîer prototype were selected to satisfy the

following conditions:

' Switch mode power supplies are extremely efficient when compared to their analog

counterparts of equivalent rating. Consequently, these supplies have a much smaller

profile and lower price tag. When these power supplies are incorporated into the amplifier

design, significant saving in size, rveight, and cost can be achieved.

' In this project, the continuous power rating of the current amplifier is 159W (154,.'',, at

15V) for the VSC and 60W (84 at l5V) for the analog current source. Upon considering

operating losses, the rating of the polver supplies must exceed these values. In addition,

the DC supply of the VSC must be capable of withstanding frequent charge-discharge

actions of the energy storage capacitors during the switching operation.

' If the output current of the power supply exceeds its nominal rating, overload

protection will be activated to protect the supply from damaging. In this project, the

constant current control is a preferred protection scheme to limit the capacitor inrush

current and the high current surge during the injection tests. The protection scheme

operates by reducing the supply voltage during the overloading conditions, in an attempt

to keep the supply curent below its marimum rating.
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' Finally, as discussed in Section 3.3.3, in order to prevent DC side short circuit, it is also

necessary to use a power supply with an electrically isolated output in the VSC circuit.

In addition to the high power DC supplies, the current amplifier also requires other low

power sources to support proper fiurctioning of its measurement and control circuits. Off

the shelf switching power supplies with adequate ratings rvere selected for this purpose.

5.4.4 Discussion of MOSFET Driver Circuit

ln order to tum on and offthe MOSFET switches, a driving voltage in the range of l0V to

15V and 0V to 1.5V, respectively, needs to be applied across the GS (gate and source)

terminals of the MOSFET. Refering to Fig. 5.1, the MOSFET switches (Qlul, e.ll, and

Qg) are generally not referenced to the ground potential. Thus, the driving signals

issued from the control electronics have to be floated at the same potential of the soì.rce

terminal. This can be accomplished by using dedicated gate drive circuit incorporating

opto-isolators, charge pump controllers, or isolation pulse transformers.

Due to the ease of implementation and its extremely fast response, the opto-isolation

approach was adopted in this project. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the centerpiece of such a

design approach is the opto-isolator IC (Integrated circuit), which consists of an input

LED (Light emitting diode) and an optical sensing urit. A high cunent gate drive buffer is

also required to source a¡rd sink the gate charges of the MOSFET in the shortest possible

time, so that the performance of high-speed switching can be achieved.
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High side switch
(S¡¡1 or Sp¡1)

To +48V supply

1

F-rl
F--, +
tr-tr
+tVmd 

I"+
To low side switch

(S¡¡ or Sp¡)

Vrnd: Ground return for the isolated power supply

Fig.5.5 Block diagram of opto-isolation driver.

As shown in the above figure, the LED and the optical sensing unit are both electrically

isolated, and so does the DC source used to power the sensing unit and its output buffer.

As a result, the output of the opto-isolator driver can be referenced to any potential and

conveniently used to control any of the MOSFET in the VSC circuit.

The operating principle of the driver circuit is straightforward. If it is required to tum on

the MOSFET, the control electronics will first assert a logic signal to activate the

appropriate LED of the opto-isolator. Upon detecting the LED signal, the optical sensor

responds by applying agate drive voltage across the GS terminals of the MOSFET to tum

on the switch. Conversely, as soon as the control electronics deactivates the LED driving

signal, the optical sensor will cause the buffer to sink the gate charges of the MOSFET,

thereby resulting a zero voltage applied across its GS terminals and forcing the switch to

turn off.
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5.4.5 Snubber Circuit Design

There are three basic types of snubber circuits, namely tum-on, turn-off, and overvoltage

snubbers, which can be applied to improve switching performance of the MOSFET. The

tum-on and tum-off snubbers are used to reduce the dynamic switching losses of the

MOSFEI and the overvoltage snubber is used to suppress the high voltage stresses across

the switch.

5.4.5.1 Practical Switching Waveforms

As shown in Fig. 5.6a, a practical VSC atways has stray inductors (L1 to L9) in various

parts of the circuit. To illustrate the effects of these inductors, the tum-on and tum-off

processes of Qlr are described below rvith some simplified assumptions.

The typical tum-offwaveforms are illustrated in Fig. 5.6b. Initially, Qll is conducting the

load current (IlouJ. If the MOSFET is tumed off at tg, the voltage across its drain and

source terminals (Vod will begin to rise. When V¡g exceeds VDC at t1, the freewheeling

diode (D1¡¡) is forward biased, and it will start to conduct current. Due to the commutation

of I¡ou¿ to the diode, the MOSFET current (I¡s) will begin to decrease at araTe dictated by

the properties of Q1¡ and its gate driver. In this case, v¡s can be expressed as:

vns : ,'D('- t,rr,r*lÏt

where Lsfn¿ is the total value of the stray inductors along the path of lpg.

(EO s.s)
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Due to the decrease of I¡g, the value of Lg¡,¡ldlpg/dt is negative. Thus, an overvoltage

beyond VDC is induced by the stray inductors, until Ipg drops to the zero level af þ. lf

Vpg exceeds the maximum drain-source rating of Qrl during the tum-off process, it will

result in avalanche breakdown of the MOSFET's body diode and invite catastrophic

failure to the VSC operation.

VDC
Ins

LsumdIDS/dt

101

Drul

L7 V¡s 0v

b. Practical tum-off rvaveforms.

I¡s

0V a. Practical Circuit.
t3 t4 t5

c. Practical tr¡m-o¡t rvavefonlrs.

Fig.5.6 Practical VSC circuit and its switching waveforms.

As shown in Fig. 5.6c, if Qll is tumed on again at t3, I¡g will begin to rise at a rale

dictated by the MOSFET properties and its gate driver. Due to the increase of I¡g, the

value of Ls¡ydl¡g/dt is positive, and the resulting Vpg is less than VDC according to

Eqn. 5.5. Because of the reverse recovery characteristic of D¡¡¡, Ipg continues to rise

above l¡ou¿, until the freewheeling diode recovers af t4. Af this moment, VDS rvill start to

I /l\ r

l/ l\r
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decrease at a rale decided by the device properties, a¡rd it will retum to its steady state

value of 0V at t5.

As shown in the switching waveforms, there is a brief moment when Qlr has to conduct

Ip5 while being subjected to a nonzero voltage, thereby causing a high instantaneous

power loss during the switching transitions. The power loss, which is the product of Ipg

and Vps, is proportional to the switching frequency of the VSC. Furthernore, there a¡e

also overvoltage and overcurrent stresses resulting from the turn-offand turn-on process,

respectively. Hence, snubber circuits should be implemented to improve the dynamic

performance of the VSC switching operation.

5.4.5.2 Implementation of Overvoltage Snubber Circuit

Due to the presence of stray inductance and fast switching of current as high as 141A,

significant overvoltage spikes and the resulting oscillation will be generated during the

VSC switching operation. Hence, in order to protect the switching devices, overvoltage

snubber circuits as seen in the schematic diagram of Fig. 5.1 were implemented in the

VSC circuit

Operating principle of the overvoltage snubber circuit can be'explained by using the

srvitching example of Qlr. As illustrated in Fig. 5.7a,prior to the tuming offof e¡¡, the

snubber capacitor (Cou) of Fig. 5 7b is charged to the bus voltage level (VDC). If e¡¡ is

tumed offat 16, Vps will begin to rise rapidly. If the value of Vps is higher than VDC, the

freer.vheeling diode D¡g will be forward biased, and it will start to conduct current at t1.
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b. Overvoltage snubber Circuit.

Fig. 5. 7 Overvoltage snubber circuit and its waveforms.

The RCD (Resistor, capacitor, and diode) snubber circuit of Fig. 5.7b is essentially a

voltage clamp for Q¡¡. If V¡s is higher than VDC, the snubber diode (Dou) will be

forward biased, and the energy trapped within the stray inductors of the VSC circuit will

be diverted toward charging Cou. The charging of Cou continues until I¡g drops to zero

and Dg stops conducting at t2. Subsequently, the capacitor discharges its built-up voltage

through the snubber resistor Rou to the DC supply rail. The time constant Rovcov should

be small enough to a.llow the capacitor voltage to retum to VDC at t3 before the next tum-

offprocess.

It is clearly shown in the improved switching waveforms of Fig. 5.7b that the voltage

overshoot can be reduced by utilizing the voltage clamping snubber circuit. Due to the

r:nknown stray inductance value, the analytical design of the snubber is difTicult. Hence.

It6 tl t2 t3

a. Tum-off waveforms using
overvoltage snubber.
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the values of Rou and Cou were obtained from laboratory experiments, and they were

fould to be 11O and 1OpF, respectively.

5.4.6 Requirements of Current Source

As discussed in Chapter 4, andog current source is required in the amplifìer design to

compensate the switching error and to provide the high quality output waveforms at low

current level. In order to achieve the best error canceling results, the current source must

have good accuracy, high frequency responses, and minimum phase delay, and it shor¡ld

remain stable when subjected to extemal disturbances, such as the load value changes or

supply voltage fl uctuation.

The current source can be constructed using a number of analog designs, such as the

modified Howland current pump, current mirror, and conventional class AB amplifier. In

this project, the design approach of utilizing a high power operational amplifier in

conjunction with a negative feedback controller was considered. The monolithic power

oparnp was chosen because it would simplify the design process, by saving the time and

efforts used to design a high current output stage and its biasing circuit. By implementing

the negative feedback design with PI (Proportional and integrated) compensation, it

ensures that the analog current source lvill provide a precise, high-speed output response

to perform the task of noise cancellation.
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5.5 Performance Evaluation of the Current Amplifier

A working unit of the single-phase current amplifier, based upon the block diagram of Fig.

5.8, was successfully constructed in the laboratory. The hardrva¡e prototype consists of

several power supplies and four modules. The four modules are'. a full bridge VSC to

efficiently deliver the high level switching current, an analog current source and a passive

filter to compensate the s\¡/itching error and provide high frequency waveforms at low

level current, a DSP based controller to implement the switching algorithm and provide

the driving signals for the MOSFET switches, and an analog interfacing unit to perform

various conditioning and scaling tasks for the amplifier signals.

F_] I'
I

Fig. 5. I Block diagram of current amplifier

The control module \ry¿ìs programmed with the two-level CRPWM control scheme using a

5A hysteresis bandwidth. The low current cut-off control scheme rvas also incorporated

into the switching operation, with the tum-on and tum-off thresholds specified at +/-gA

and + / -5 A, respectively.
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By implementing the various design measures, the current amplifier prototype was fourd

to be capable of generating a wide range of high fidelity transient current waveforms:

ranging from a few mA to as high as 1004-.,, at frequency of DC to 20WIz. To illustrate

examples of these output waveforms, the oscilloscope screenshots of the current injection

tests are presented as follorvs.

current (A
200

150

100

50

0

-50

-100

-150

0 0.01 o.az 0.03 0.04 
i;%is3 

06 0.07 0.08 o.0e 0.1

Fig. 5. 9 Experirnent results of generating 484, 954 at 60H2.

The test results of injecting currents of 484, 954 at 60Hz into a SEL protective relay are

presented in Fig. 5.9. The two overlapping waveforms shown in the figure are the input

reference signal (Io.j generated by the RTP (Real time playback) system and measured

output waveforms (IlouJ obtained from a current probe. It is clearly shown that these two

waveforms are almost identical. The test results also confirm the effectiveness of the

hybrid filtering system, as the switching noise restilting from the converter operation is

barely noticeable in the output waveform.
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Fig. 5. ll Experiment results of generating 5A at 60Hz

Both Fig- 5. l0 and 5.1 I show the test results of generating low level currents into the SEL

relay. Due to the low current cut-off scheme, the output currents of 2.5A,54 at lkHz and

5A at 60Hz were drawn entirely from the analog current source. As seen in the simulation

results, the resulting output waveforms (IlouÐ are exactly equal to the input waveforms

(Ior¿). As shown in Fig. 5.10b and 5.11, the input and output waveforms are purposely

separated with an offset in the oscilloscope. It is clearly shown that the load cur¡ent

waveforms (IlouÐ are of high quality and free of any switching ripple. Thus, base on these

experiment results, it is demonstrated that the current amplifier can produce highly

accurate and lorv noise output waveforms at the small signal level.

The test results of delivering cunents of 384, 75A at 500H2 into the SEL relay are

provided in Fig. 5.12. Fig.5. t3 illustrates the input (Ior¿) and output (IlouÐ waveforms of
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Fig 12 in detail by

overlapped, as well as

using a smaller time

separated vertically, in

scale. The two waveforrns are presented

order to illustrate their differences.
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Fig. 5. 12 Experiment results of generating 38,4' and 75A at 600H2.
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Fig. 5. 13 Experiment results of generating 384 and 75Aat 600H2, rvith smaller time scale.

As demonstrated by the experiment results, the current amplifier is able to deliver high

current output at frequency as high as 500H2. The measured load current waveform (Ilou¿)

0. 0004 0.0006
time (s)
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is almost identical to the input reference signal (lo.¿). Furthermore, notice that the high

frequency ripple contained in the input reference signal,. which is the D/A (Digital to

Analog) converter noise introduced by the RTP systenL can also be reproduced faithfully

by the current amplifier.

current (A)
200

l-5 0

100

50

o

-50

-i_oo

-150

-200 o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.O
time (s)

Experiment results of generating 954 at 60Hz for I second.
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o

Fig.5. 14

Finally, in order to demonstrate the capability to produce high level transient current for a

substantial duration, a current of 954 aT 60Hz was successfully generated by the cwrent

amplifier and injected into a short circuit load for one second. The resulting input (Io.¿)

and output (Iloud waveforms are presented in Fig. 5.14.

Preliminary experimental results of the PWM current amplifier, ¿ìs seen from the above

figures, are encouraging. By utilizing the PWM srvitching technolory, the current

amplifier was capable of generating a wide range of output current. The load current
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waveforrns \/ere almost a replica of their input reference signals rvith barely noticeable

switching noise. Moreover, high cunent output was produced to a short circuit load for a

substantial duration. Thus, the purpose of constructing a proof-of-concept current

amplifier suitable for relay testing applications has been achieved.
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusion

6.1 Conclusion

The research objective of this thesis is to develop arelay testing curent amplifier to serve

as the output stage of a digital power system simulator. The amplifier was designed based

on the PSCADÆMTDC simulations. The simulations demonstrated that a highly efficient

current amplifier could be developed by utilizing full bridge voltage source converter and

several design measures, which include implementation of energy storage capacitor,

execution of the CRPWM or threeJevel switching technique, incorporation of active and

passive filtering system, and adoption of the low cu¡rent cut-off control scheme.

Based on the design concepts and simulation results, ha¡dware prototype of the current

amplifier was successful constructed. The amplifier was tested to be capable of delivering

high quality current output of up to 1OOAnns rvith a frequency response of DC fo 20kKz,

while having a compact and portable package size. By completing a functional amplifier

prototype and demonstrating its operation in relay testing applications, the objectives of

this thesis has been achieved. The remaining tasks of transforming the prototype design
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into a commercially marketed current amplifier remain to be address. These future tasks

are briefly discussed in Section 6.2.

The contributions of this thesis include the following:

' Successful implementation of relay testing current amplifier by using power electronics

based sr'vitching technology, which offers the advantages of high efficiency and a compact

package, as compared to the conventional analog design.

' Unique use of transient simulation, which allorvs the determination of suitable

converter topology, switching method, and control design to be implemented in the

amplifier design. In addition, output rating and waveform quality of the amplifier can also

be obtained by the simulation.

' Significant improvement of the VSC waveform quality by using various design

measures, including implementation of the novel active and passive filtering system and

allorving only the analog compensator to operate at low current output level.

' Implementing of energy storage capacitor and twoJevel CRPWM switching scheme

that allows the current amplifier to operate with a low power DC source.

' Finally, as demonstrated by simulation, further improvement of the current amplifier

waveform quality a¡rd reduction of switching losses by implementing the threeJevel

control scheme with low switching losses.
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6.2 Future Recommendation

Further improvements recommended for the relay testing current amplifier are discussed

below:

There is a potential for further improvement in terms of increasing power efficiency of the

existing amplifier design. Altemative hardware solutions should be investigated, in order

to ensure that the current amplifîer would have higher efficiency rating. In addition, it was

clearly shown in the simulation results of Chapter 4 That the implementation of the three-

level control scheme would reduce dynamic operating losses and increase output

waveform quality of the VSC. Incorporation of the double hysteresis band technique

would require some hardwa¡e modification. The control scheme should be implemented in

the future amplifier design.

To produce a commercial product, additional performance tests for the current amplifier

should be performed. Examples of these tests include measurement of the phase and group

delay, frequency and phase responses, THD (Total harmonic distortion), gain accuracy,

noise level, and emi emission level. The effects of ambient temperature and humidity on

the operating performance of the amplifier should also be investigated. Finally, vibration

tests should be conducted to ensure that the various high power components, po\ryer

supplies, and printed circuit boards were properly assembled and securely mourted in the

amplifier enclosure.

To protect the current amplifier from experiencing unexpected disturbances, which could

easily lead to the breakdown of the amplifier circuit components, appropriate protection
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measures to monitor and prevent occurrence of these disturbances should be implemented.

Examples of protection measures include overvoltage of the amplifier output and polyer

supplies, undervoltage of the power supplies, overcurrent of the amplifîer output and

power supplies, and overtemperature of the MOSFET switches and power opamps.

To perform the three-phase transient testing of protective relays, it is necessary to

construct at least three urits of such amplifiers and package these amplifiers, preferably,

into the same enclosure. The eventual size and weight of the three-phase amplifier test set

should be compact and portable enough to allow for easy carrying and maneuvering for

the purpose of field-testing.

Finally, the current amplifier enclosure should be equipped with indicators to illustrate

operating status of the amplifieç control buttons to triggerthe on-off finction and adjust

the amplifier gain and offset settings, and labels to clearly identifu the designated function

of the indicators, input and output terminals, and control buttons.
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Appendix A Specifications ofRelay Testing Amplifiers and

Protective Relays

Introduction

The documents provided in this appendix are orguized in the following fashion:

l. Recommended specification of the relay testing current extracted from "Digital

Simulator Performance Requirements for Relay Testing," IEEE Tiansactions on Power

Deliver¡t, Vol. 13, No. l, pp. 78-84, Jan 1998.

2. Recommended specifications of the relay testing amplifiers provided in "Understanding

Conditioning Amplifier Response," J.A. Jodice, L. Allfathel R. Ryan, ICDS'95, pp.305-

313, Apr 1995.

3. Hardwa¡e specifications of SEL 701 motor protection relay.
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Voltage Ampliffers Current Amplifiers
¡Pu t Characteristics

I Input Impedance >t0ko >10ko
2 Input Range *i0 Vpk *10 Vpk
3 Liommon-mode Input Ranqe 110 Vpk *10 Vpk
4 CMRR 60 dB 60 dB
5 Gain 30 v/v r0 Alv

)utput Capabilities
6 Marcimum Output Voltase *300 Vpk t50 Vpk
7 Ma)ilmum Output Currenü *l Apk t100 Apk
8 Conti¡uous Output Power I5O VÀ 2500 vA

{C Performence
I Flequency Response 0-10kHz 0-l0kHz
10 Accuracy (lGain*Iz¡, - V."rl)

(17o error, dc-lkHz (3% error, lkHz-3kHz
(5% error above 3kHz

1l Group Delay (50 ps (50 ps
t2 Group Deìay Variation (0 - 3 kHtI *1r¿e *1øs
13 Slew R¿te ) l\Vltts > 2.5V1u.s
t4 Power Bandwidth 0-10kHz 0-10kHz
15 Output Impedance (0 - 3 kIIz) < 0.5Q > 2500
16 Output Offset <0.1 v <0.05 A
L7 THD+N <0.lYo <0.lYo
l8 IMD <0.ITo <0.tYo

,oad Consüraints
19 Worst Case Load Impedance 70O-inf- * 0-5kQ++

Dnvironmental
20 OperatinA TemÞerature 1,0 - 40 c" t0-40c"
2T Output Otrset Drift @ 20 C" <0.05% I c" <0.05% /c"
22 Power Consumption 600 vA 10 kvA

Table III. Typical Power Amplifier Specifications

Fig. A. I Recommended Specifications of Relay Testing Amplifiers.
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H. Recommended Specifications for Switched_Mode,
Direct Coupled Condltionin g Amplifien

Input Signal: ó.4 Volts RMS fo¡ full scåte output on any
I?n8e

lnput Mode: Differential
Input Im¡redance: >10 kO
Power output::

Current: 450 VA contìnuous, 625 VA for 1.5 s€conds
Voltage: l50VA continuous, ??( VA for 1.5 seconds

Ouþut Range:

Cur¡cnt: 0_7.5/JSm.Sl3U45l90A, conrjnuous ac/dc
200Vo Aver ra¡ge for 1,5 seconds

Voìtage: 0_75l150/300Vcontinuous addc
Slew ratc:

Cur¡enl: 4 Amps per microsecond on 90 Amp range
Voltage: 10 volts per microsecond on 75 vott range
Frcqucncy Response: dc to Z) kHz + 3dB
Gain Accuracy @ 50/60 Hz = 0.2Vo;f valüe
phase e¡ror 50/60 Hz < 0.2"
Line/Load regulation: < 0.52o maximum, z€roto fullload

@ 50/ó0 Hz, including + lÛVoline variation
Noise: 10 Hz ro 20 kHz <_66 dB
Common Mode Rejcction Ratio >66 dB
Harmonic Distortion as percentage of RMS full scale @
501 60 Hz Any one component < 0.52o, Tof al Harmonic
Distortion < I.ïyo
Error In<lic¿tion:

E¡ror annunciated when ouþut devjales in
amplitude or distonion from sct value greater than
s¡æcificatíons. Au di ble ancl vjsu al indicatìon
persistt'ng fo¡ at leæt onc second with logical or
communication signal to controller for test abort usc.

Fig.4.2 Recommended Specifications of Relay Testing Amplifrers.
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Detailed Specifications

Slmdord Rel ay f eotures & F unaio ns
l'it:r i.irÌ;r liii,-rj

Nominal
Cùrcnç INoM: I A or5 A

Ranç: 0.05-20.00 ' INoM
Burden: 0.ì1VA@5À,5Abp

0.06vA@lÂ,lAhP
Cortinuoùs: 3. INou
200 Se@nd Th.mal: l0'lNoM
l0 S€oùd Themål: 20 ' lNoM
I Secord Theml: 50. lpy
MeaùiDgFÌror: +l%, +0.01 . lNou

;;.i, rri!,'i4rr,i t,,; i-i:i iir',i,i
NomiÌal

Cure¡l INNoM: I À or5 A
Ran¡e: 0.00!2.000 ' INNoM
Burden: 0.28VÀ @5 ,A',5 A hp

0.l9vA@tA,lÀbp
CoDti[uous: 0.3 ' INMM
ì S€coDd Theml: 5.0 . ìNMM
Mcßui¡g EFor: +l%, i0.01 ' lNoM

li,:iaf lí,aí,Ìl.ti jitilri
Lockcd Roror ]ìm: 1.0-240.0 s
LockedRoror Cùrenr: 2.5-ló.0' INoM
SeriæFâctor 1.0-l-5
Scrring Modcs:

45tddc¡fttuF
Nryb. rdbts
olcmffish+

Pickrp EÌor <19¿, ro.0l ' INoM
Timing Eror 12% +15 m
IndependeDt StopÂu Cool;¡g Râtes
Thcml esúmaÞ rebi¡ed ùÞugì
Nl¡y pwer cycle.

i,-ja.it.. : ! ìa:). :.!,
i'ii:,.. l't !lt: ¿t :la.:¿i:.,. :,,,,tra^r,ì
Scrti¡gRân8e: 0.05-20.00 ' INoM
TiD Delays: 0.0H00.00 s

Scdng RâDgc: 0.00S-2.000 . INrcM
Tiæ Delays: 0.00-400.00 s

( úr arrr ij:ril¡J-ì,:r. l:¡ ¡.Ii.
Alm ând Trip Elcmn6

Setting Rargc: 2%-aV/,
Tim Delrys: 0.0G{00.00s
Etror <rlo/o
Defini tions

For I¡' > FlÁ
u¡eä = r0e/,. lrñ-t,Ytt-

Forl,v < Fu
ut]e; = l0ü;. lrú-t,vl6lÂ

l¡v = 
^vs 

dB* C¡mn'
h = ¡hsmr difænr fm lrv
FIt = )vhor ud full bod rys

1.,.r-i i t:r,i',ì,j l:i, i :,ì; r:,r'
Lord-Lo$ Al¡m ûd TrÞ

S€ltiDg R!¡ger 0.03-1.00 ' FL¡,
Load-Jân Trþ

Seuing Rânge: 0.5-ó.0. FLÀ
În Delays: 0.0H00.00 s

)1,:l', i)¡; i 
j,::ri ï;:¡;: !i,,i;r rtr, -!i¡:ir

Md. SEß4lor l-15 sbß
Min, TiDBer. Sbrß: l-l50mi¡ulcs
Shn dab relûimd through rclaypwer cycle.

Ír:il. ììrr,!:,iìi l:i::)it:,:
Phæ Eveñl rÞpi¡g bed o¡ cmnl or

opdonal wlb8e i¡pub.

Cure¡t MeErinB: +l%, i0.01 ' INoM
Demùd
Cunent Me¡e¡i¡g: rlo/.

Optional
VoltrgeMereñrg: +l%, +0: V

Optio¡âl
Po*rr Meterir8: !2%

Oplional Power
Factor MeÞring: 41%

Optìo¡al
Fr€luehcyMetcrin8: J0.01 H2

Optional kW,
kV¡, kVÀR hmand: +2%

i:3f.jl tiiiìtiÌi
SingìeAnalog Cw¡t OuÞul

Scrhble RÐge: 0-l mA
0-20 mA
4-20 nA

Mu Load: 8 k or400 ohm
EÍor: <*05olq Full Sqle
Sclël From:

Y.FL{ %hd ôp, Hdd RTD,
Â% phectmq Ma pb clmr

(l'tt.ìiihizri1
6 S€lf-Weæd Co¡hct Inpü6,
Prcgrammble FuDcli@

ilrìri.(i rlIilJi,,r
I ïYÞ Co¡h4 3 PrcgEnnabÞ Conhcts,

Relay Self-T6t Alâm
Fom C Conb6
MaÌdcany/Intempr Rãtin8s

Àtdc: 30Â
Csry: 6 A
l¡rcryr: 8ARé¡sk@2J0Ve

0.75 A, Lß- 40ru @24 V&
0J04.n.40É@48V&
030^,Ln - 40 ru@t5 V&
0loÂ,n =40 m @¡0v&

it¡r¡i l'cri:
Frc¡r-Pùd
El^-¡2 Pon: 300-t9200 boud

ASCII r.xrømubb
ReaÍPaDel

ASCnEA-¡2Fr: Jß¡92mhd
OrMtr,øEtA{Ss Fr: 3GI92mhü
ElÂ{8S rl ùohrilr 5mV

0ptionol F eonø & f unaíons
ûjr!i, rì;i ir;:ì:,, ii,li,ì,j. :r¡irl.

NomiDal Volh8c: 0-300 \,åc

Foùr-ME Wye or
qpcn-Delb VolLlg6

Buden: <2 VÀ ar300 V
M$uing E¡rcr: +l%, +0.2 V

lt-rli,rii..,iì¡:;,ìi I :.nìi:ì1i
Setting Range t-300 \åc
TWo Phe OwÞlh8e Eleæ¡B
Two PhM UndeMlhSc Eeænß
One ResidMI OveNolt¡ge EemÌt

lÇì,'.i f i(t,r l:1. ¡ì(i:
Alm ând Trip Letels

Seltin8 Ra¡Be: 0.0!0.99 pf
Îm Dda¡s: 0.00-400.00s
Møring Emr: <t{./o

l¡rililjt( Larlfj i jiiiiûi
Alm ¡hd Trip Lewls

S€rtiDg RanSq 30-2000 VAR, 5 À hp
6-.100V4&tÂrrp

ïæ Dehys: 0.0()-.100.00s
Masuing Êmr: <+2o/"

liír'1iipùr¿it í:li¡ì0ìt
Alm and ftÞ Lewls

Settin8 RanSq 30-2000 W, 5 A r4
6-400w'¡Abp

Tim De)â'B: 0.0H00.00s
M6ùiDg Em¡: <+2o/.

tv,rìjri.¡:it,lt,(,nar Ì.:.rjì"!ìr!
The Sethble Lewls
SettiDg Ra¡8q 20.m-?0.00H2
Tim Dela¡s: 0.00-4m.00s
Enor: <+0.01 Hz

iir!liiti,i Í, 11';rìiiì iìiL1 Jiì{r,i:!
I I lntenal RTD l¡puß
Mo¡ilol Winding, B€ñnB,.AmbiehL

orOthel Tenpemtum
PTl00, Nil0Q Nil20, and Cul0 RTD-Tlp€s

SuppoÌred, Field Se)€hble

I:il n:rij I j.r:lr i,,¡:j:.::,:ìr;:r
SettingRanse: 0'-250"C
Eno¡: <+?'C
Opeh ahd Sho¡t Circujt Dcþcrion
Trþ Voting
Tl¡cmal ModelBiæin8
Molor Cooling lìæ læami¡g

ijÌr ii,jr¡i i i:(rrï31 liI D ¡.1 ai u i ¡
l2 Remotc RTD lDputs
TrÞ, Al¡nq ¡nd Themal features,

æ wiù l¡temâl RTDS.
Up to500 m Awây Usi¡B Fiter.Optic Cable
,q,d& Remore CoÌbcr Inpur

Reporting funaions
í !,,!1 j!Drra.tri\'ti{ y¡rri iì.ir,,¡i!

I4låbst Sutlmdes ånd

I 5{yclc Oscillo8lehic R@¡¿s
Reslutio¡: 4 or 16 sûFlcs/cycle

i ! iL ? r.\;. l: x i. i..ti 1

Stor6 up to l7 quìtjtis ryery 15 minutes fo¡
48 drls(wiûrout volh8e option) or34 do)B
(wit¡ wllage option).

f.ilItrrìi i v:]rii lirieriìJ
5ì2 Labsl Tim-T¡gged Ewn6

¡,i .i i:¡ J'ii fi R ,j),) ri-\
5 LeÞsl Shß
R@n IæDgü: 3600 cycles

Quotiti6 stoEdevery 5 c)rlB dufing
and immdiately aflereæh sht.

rioli:r iì.!i i,rilì
Stols 3Gd¡y¡wEg6 ofsEtjng dab

for @ch of ûE pæt ci8ìen 30-d¡y peñods.

Rotings, Type lørs, & kttifiotiots
1j jr¿?liíi4 ì.r:i|].r¿ir:!., iir,ìit,

-40'C to +85'C
-40'F lo +185"F

l,*.r!:ir¡;l) ii¡ii¡!r ii¿nrr
20-250 *2V/" V dc
95140 tlú/"Yac50160Hz
<15 VÁ Tohl BurdeÌ
Ho)d-up nm: 50 m @125 vdc

150tu@l20vac

l'¡et lt,t:,
FrcntPohel: NEM,A.12IP54
Dclectic: 25 kV rnq I mi¡ure
Envitonmnt¡l: IEC68.2,l:1990

lEC68.2-2 | 1974
Daûp Høt Cycle: IEC 6E-2-30 : t980
Irpuls: 8C255-5 :t9'll,

5 kv 0.5j
Elechsutic IEC 801-2 : t99l
DiscleÌge: l¡vel 4

RadioFrequc¡cy
lmmunity:

Fßt ThaNicnt BuFt:

SuEe Mtl¡shd:

5 kV lrpulre:
Magnetic Field
Immunity:

\4bntio¡:
Endunnæ:
Rqgo¡s
Shock ùd Burp:
Bmpl
Shock Withsutd:
Shock Re*o¡s:
Scismici

IFC255-22-2 | l9A9
l¡vel 4

IEC 801-3 : 1984
IEC 255-?2-3 : 1989

IEC 80ì+ : 198E,

lævel 4

IEC 255.22-1 : 1992,

lÆvel 4
IEC255-22-l:1988
IEEE C3?.90.1 : ì989
IEC 255-5 : 1997
EN 610004-8: 1993,

L€vel 5
IEC255-2ì'l:1988
CINI
C¡N 2

IEC 255-21-2 : 1988

ClNl
ClNl

IEC 255.21-3 : l9R,
tdel 2

í.,;iii(i1ier
ISO: Rel¡y isdcsiS¡ed a¡dmaìufedNd ro u
ISO-900ì @rti6ed qulity pÞ88h.

UUCSA: UL recq8Diæd to ùerequiEftnbof
UL-508; CSA. C222, N,l4 for I¡dusri¡l Con-
Eol E{uÞmh! and UL-1053, "OroDd-Fautr
Scnsing ùd Relay Equþmnt."

CE: CE Mrrk.

Fig.4.3 Hardware Specìfications of SEL 701 Motor Protection Relav.
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